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Overview 
 
 In response to complaints from residents, the Recreation Commission, the Board of 
Health, the Environmental Commission, the Shade Tree Commission the Department of 
Public Works and the Police Department we began to evaluate the deer problem.  These 
complaints included damage to landscaping and property, deer feces on yards and on our 
parks, concerns about tick borne diseases such as Lyme disease, the effects of over 
browsing on our natural areas and wildlife and the safety issues related to an 
overpopulation of deer. 
 
Contact was made with the NJ Div of Fish and Wildlife and we were referred to a 
document titled “An Evaluation of Deer Management Options’ which was developed by 
the New England Chapter of The Wildlife Society and the Northeast Deer Technical 
Committee.  This committee consisted of wildlife biologists from the northeastern United 
States and Eastern Canada.  (Appendix A) 
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/deer_mgt_options.pdf 
 
In the beginning of this process there was one question that needed to be answered.  Do 
we have a problem with an overpopulation of deer?  When we considered overpopulation 
we need looked at the Biological Carrying Capacity (the number of deer a given parcel 
can support in good physical condition over an extended period of time) and the Cultural 
Carrying Capacity (the maximum number of deer that can co-exist compatibly with the 
local human population). Certainly the latter can be much lower.   Based on the types and 
number of complaints we focused our attention on the cultural carrying capacity.   To 
address whether we had exceeded this, we started by looking at the complaints and 
concerns received and the statistics maintained within the police department.   
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Deer Relater Motor Vehicle Accidents 
 
Since June of 2006, to present, the Shrewsbury Police Department responds to an average 
of 18 deer related motor vehicle accidents per year, where an accident report was filed.  
Another major concern is the increased danger to our first responders.  Our Police, Fire 
and First aid personnel are called upon to respond to emergency calls on a regular basis.  
The inherent dangers of emergency response are clearly increased by an overpopulation 
of deer.  Shrewsbury has four major roads, all of which are used by our first responders 
along with many others to access area hospitals and medivac sites. 
 
On the map below, each dot represents reported car v. deer accidents from July 1, 2006- 
October 2010 in the Borough.  We know from the number of deer the police department 
remove from the roadway these statistics are low as many accidents go unreported. 
Additional deer warning signs have been placed on Hwy 35 and Sycamore Ave. where 
the concentration of accidents has occurred.  We have also updated our web site with 
information to raise the public awareness in these areas. 
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Deer Related Incidents 
 
Shrewsbury Police Department also responds to an average of 37 deer related calls per 
year. Calls range from capturing newly born fawns whose mothers have been killed in 
accidents, euthanizing critically injured deer, chasing deer from the road and many 
others.  The below map represents both deer related incidents and motor vehicle 
accidents. 
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Health Related Issues 

 
 
Another area of concern was health related issues.  Though not the only disease carried 
by the ticks, Lyme disease is the most prevalent.  In addition the Evaluation of Deer 
Management Options (http://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/deer_mgt_options.pdf)  we 
reviewed the Millburn Township Deer Management Task Force Report of August 2006. 
http://twp.millburn.nj.us/View-document/65-Deer-Task-Force (Appendix B)  
In this report they note several studies that identify the relationship between the white 
tailed deer and Lyme disease.  According to the US Centers for Disease Control, the 
white tailed deer is instrumental in the spread of Lyme disease.  A single deer can host 
enough adult ticks to produce 1.5 to 3 million eggs and larvae the following spring.  The 
disease is transmitted through the bite of the nymphal stage of the deer tick, whose 
earliest host is a small animal such as a mouse, chipmunk, vole or shrew.  White tailed 
deer pick up the adult ticks from these animals and become the chief carrier into our 
community.    We can see how instrumental deer are in the spread of Lyme disease when 
we look at Mohegan Island, a small 586 acre island off the coast of Maine.  After 13% of 
the residents had contracted Lyme disease the decision was made to rid the island of deer.  
Since the deer were removed, Maine medical researchers have monitored human health 
and tick incidence on the Island.  After a lag of two to three years, the tick population has 
crashed and there have been no new human cases of Lyme disease on the island.  
Another study conducted in Mumford Cove Connecticut shows that incidence of Lyme 
disease mirrors the population of White Tailed deer.  In 1988, with 100 deer per square 
mile, there were nearly 30 new Lyme disease cases per 100 homes.  When the deer were 
reduced through hunting to 10 per square mile, new cases of Lyme disease fell to 3 per 
100 homes 
 
Combining these statistics with the number and type of complaints received by the 
Borough we concluded that we had exceeded the cultural carrying capacity of our town 
and we began to explore our options.  
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Available Options 

 
We again reviewed the information provided by the Division of Fish and Wildlife. 
(Appendix A) http://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/deer_mgt_options.pdf  In addition to 
discussing the problems associated with an overpopulation of deer, this 28 page 
document outlines the options available to manage the deer herd for towns such as ours.  
At council meetings on March 1 and April 9 of 2010 these options were discussed and 
our residents in attendance spoke out about their opinion on the issue. We looked at each 
with three things in mind, the safety of our community, the effectiveness of the program 
and the costs involved.   As we considered our options we found that most were either 
impractical, cost prohibitive or had been deemed in effective, and we began to explore 
the idea of the use of regulated hunting.  Many towns in our area do not restrict bow 
hunting any further than what is allowed by Fish and Wildlife regulations.  
 
On pages 22 and 23 of the Evaluation of Deer Management Options it is noted that 
“wildlife management agencies recognize deer hunting as the most effective, practical 
and flexible method available for regional deer population management, and therefore 
rely on it as their primary management tool.” It goes on to state that “one-hundred years 
of research and management experience throughout the United States and Eastern Canada 
has shown regulated hunting to be an ecologically sound, socially beneficial, and fiscally 
responsible method of managing deer populations.” 
 
The Police Department was tasked with developing a program to reduce the number of 
deer, safely with the least affect on the community through the use of a regulated 
hunting.  We began by revisiting the statistics, the complaints filed, and the input from 
our residents.  We reviewed the Borough Ordinances relating to weapons discharge, met 
with the Police Committee, Borough Attorney and contacted several other Municipalities 
who already use controlled access hunting as a means to reduce their deer complaints. 
The proposed plan was developed with one goal in mind. Reduce the number of deer 
related motor vehicle accidents, deer related incidents and complaints by our residents 
through the reduction of the deer herd in a safe, effective, fiscally responsible manner 
with the least impact on the community.  
 
The proposed plan was developed in an effort to give our residents the ability to allow 
bow hunting on their property with some rules to address some of the concerns raised.  It 
included an application process, a review and approval process and a mandatory survey, 
which would allow us to review the results and evaluate the outcome. After discussing 
our proposed plan with the Division of Fish and Wildlife we found that the rules we were 
trying to impose on those hunting could not be used for hunting on private property. 
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Resident Survey  
 

At this point the decision was made to seek input from a larger portion of our community.  
A survey was developed and was mailed to the our residences and the information about 
the program was placed on the borough web site for review.  The below represents the 
results of that study. 

 
Survey Results 

 1499 surveys sent            242  returned  16% 
 

1. Do you believe that the deer population should be controlled in the Borough of 
Shrewsbury through culling? 

 Yes 174   71.90%  No 59  24.38%  Blank 9  3.72% 
 

2.  Have you had the time to review all the information we have provided on the 
deer issue in our           borough? 

 Yes 212  95.93%  No 5 2.26%  Blank 4 1.81% 
 

3. Are you aware of the Borough of Shrewsbury Deer Management Program?                                                     
Yes 180  81.45%  No 33 14.93%  Blank 8 3.62% 

  
4. In your neighborhood do you think there are: 

(1) Too many 154   69.68%     (2) About right 44   19.91% (3) Not enough 8  3.62%   (3)  
No opinion 4     1.81%   5 blank  2.62% 

 
5. Have you noticed an increase in the deer population in your neighborhood? 

 Yes 150   67.87%  No  66   29.86% No opinion 4 1.81% Blank  2 .90% 
   

6. Do you believe the deer population in the Borough of Shrewsbury should be 
reduced? 

 Yes 160  72.39%     No 43 1 9.46% No opinion 8   3.62%   Blank 10 4.52% 
7. Have you or any member of your immediate family been involved in a 

car/bicycle/pedestrian accident with a deer in the Borough of Shrewsbury? 
     Yes 21 9.50%    No 196 88.69%   Blank 4 1.81%  
 

8. Was that accident reported to the police? 
  Yes 11 4.98% No 49 22.17%  Blank 161 72.85% 
 

9. In the last 5 years, please estimate the amount of deer damage to the landscape 
vegetation in your yard. 

 Yes 145  65.61%   Total Damages $151,035.00 
 

10. Have you or anyone in your immediate family, or pet contracted Lyme disease 
within the last 5 years? 

 Yes 32 14.48%   No 183  82.81%   Blank 6 2.71% 
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What has Changed 
 

Several things have changed since we started this process; 
 
The New Jersey State Legislature has reduced the safety zone for bow hunting from 450 
feet to 150 feet from a building. With written permission in possession, Bowhunters may 
hunt within the 150-foot safety zone if they hunt from an elevated position. 
 
The survey results were received and every survey returned was reviewed including the 
numerous additional comments and suggestions. 
 
Holmdel Twp. conducted a controlled- access hunt last year on Borough property and 
announced recently that their program was unsuccessful and they are again exploring 
other options.   
 

With these changes in mind we revisited our plan to make every effort to have a 
successful program. We want to get it right.   On October 20, 2010 I met with 
Conservation Officers Shannon Martiak and Greg Szulecki, Senior Wildlife Biologist 
Cindy Kuenstner with the Office of Information and Education and Senior Wildlife 
Biologist Jodi Powers, all of the NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife.   

  
We reviewed the map of our town to identify the most likely areas for a cull hunt.  

Though not the only area, the area along our southern border near Parkers Creek seemed 
the most promising, the major portion of which is owned by the Borough.  We then 
focused on the rules, as many deer reduction efforts fail because of overly restrictive 
rules.  As we reviewed the proposed set of rules our discussion centered on the fact that 
many of our proposed rules were, indeed, overly restrictive and could not be enforced on 
private property, but some could be used on a cull hunt on Borough owned land.   

 
At the council meeting on October 28, 2010 the above information was presented to 
Council and those present.  Representatives from New Jersey Division of Fish and 
Wildlife plus the Police Department were present to answer any questions. (Appendix C) 
http://www.shrewsburyboro.com/COUN%202007/COUN%2010-28-10.pdf .  At that 
meeting we asked the council for more time to consider the input of those present at the 
meeting, and to contact Holmdel to discuss their program.  
 
In March of 2011 contact was made with Holmdel Twp.  At the present time they have no 
plans to conduct a managed hunt on the Township owned park. Hunting is allowed in 
Holmdel Twp. and the hunt that was cancelled had taken place on a park owned by the 
Township.  They again indicated that the hunt failed due to being overly restrictive.  It 
should be noted that the Monmouth County Park System successfully conducted 
managed hunts in 2009-2010 on many of their parks including Holmdel Park. 
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In April of this year the wooded area along Parkers creek in the area of Strauss Dr and 
Blades Run Dr. was checked, prior to the spring growth, to get a better understanding of 
the amount of property that could be used for a managed hunt.  It was noted that though 
there is space for a managed hunt, due to the layout of the property and its relationship to 
the residences, the numbers of hunters would be limited.   
 

Conclusion 
 
 

After a lengthy period of study, discussion and meetings with experts, we find that free-
ranging white-tailed deer must be controlled for the reasons of health, safety, destruction 
to the wooded understory and damage to property.  
 
Our Goal remains to reduce the number of deer- related motor vehicle accidents, deer- 
related incidents, health and damage complaints by our residents through the reduction of 
the deer herd through the use of hunting in a safe, effective, fiscally responsible manner, 
with the least impact on the community. 
 
Municipal Ordinance 948 section 106-2 (d) allows for the discharge of a bow, compound 
bow or crossbow in compliance with the Police department’s Discharge Permit program.  
The recommendation is to authorize the discharge of bow, compound bow or crossbow 
for the purpose of taking white-tailed deer on private property in compliance with the 
New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife regulations.  As we cannot require a permit 
restriction on private property, no permit will be required.  We will request and strongly 
encourage those participating to complete the Deer Management Survey (Appendix D) 
which will assist in our future assessment of the program.  This recommendation is being 
made to give those residents who are most affected by this issue some control over what 
is allowed.  
 
Further recommendation would be to table the Managed Hunt on the Borough- owned 
land at this time and to continue to monitor the problem and any new solutions as we go 
forward.  
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Introduction 
 
The white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) is the most abundant and best-known large 
herbivore in the United States and eastern Canada. They are found anywhere from wilderness 
areas to urban parks and neighborhoods. Although whitetails are valued by many segments of 
society, considerable controversy exists concerning white-tailed deer management. Addressing 
the myriad of public values and often arbitrating the public controversies, state and provincial 
wildlife agencies have statutory responsibility for management of this invaluable resource. The 
objective of this booklet is to explain the rationale behind deer management decisions and to 
discuss the utility of various management options. 
 
A Brief History of Deer Management in the Northeast 
 
During colonial times, extensive tracts of mature forest dominated the Northeast. Early records 
suggest white-tailed deer were present in moderate numbers at the time. Deer populations were 
small and scattered by the turn of the 20th century, primarily as a result of habitat loss and 
unregulated market hunting. In the early 1900s, deer were so scarce in much of the Northeast that 
sightings were often reported in local newspapers. Concern for the loss of the species brought 
about laws that regulated the taking of deer. However, habitat protection and management and 
knowledge of deer biology were not a component of these early efforts until a stable funding 
source was created. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Hal Korber, PA Game Commission 
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Passage of the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act (better known as the Pittman-Robertson 
Program) in 1937 marked the beginning of modern-day wildlife management in the United 
States. This act earmarked income from an already existing excise tax on sporting arms and 
ammunition for use in wildlife management, restoration, research and land acquisition. 
 
 
Early deer management efforts featured protection from unregulated exploitation. Today, efforts 
are directed toward the maintenance of deer populations at levels intended to: (1) ensure present 
and future well being of the species and its habitat, as well as with other plant and animal 
communities; (2) provide a sustained availability of deer for licensed hunters, wildlife 
photographers and wildlife viewers; and (3) allow for compatibility between deer populations 
and human land-use practices.  
 
 
Components of Deer Habitat 
 
White-tailed deer require adequate food, water, cover, and living space in a suitable arrangement 
to ensure their healthy survival. The white-tailed deer’s feeding behavior is best described as that 
of a ‘browser’. Although a lactating doe, or a buck growing new antlers, can consume up to 10 
pounds of food per day, they won’t do so in one location. Rather, they will slowly walk through 
an area and eat a little of one plant and then a little of another as the doe with her offspring and 
the buck, usually by himself, cover that habitat. From early spring until the first killing frosts of 
autumn, they feed on the variety of plant species that include grasses, herbs, agricultural crops, 
and ornamental plants. Water requirements are met through drinking from natural sources such 
as lakes, ponds, and streams. Water is also obtained through their food that contains a high water 
content. Cover provides shelter from extreme temperatures and precipitation, as well as 
concealment from predators.  
 
 
 
Optimum cover is 
best described as a 
mosaic of vegetation 
types that create 
numerous 
interwoven ‘edges’ 
where their 
respective 
boundaries intersect. 
 
 
 
 
 

VT Fish and Wildlife 
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Throughout the northeast examples of good cover are found where forested and suburban 
landscapes are interrupted by powerlines, logging operations, agricultural activities, roadside 
mowings, green belts, and community parks. In northern New England and eastern Canada, 
special wintering habitat, consisting of a mixture of mature conifers, southern aspects, and 
dispersed deciduous openings, allows deer to reduce their energy loss and enhances survival over 
the long winter period. Wintering areas are also important because of the fidelity with which 
deer use them from year to year and generation to generation and is underscored by the fact that 
it rarely makes up more than 15% of the land base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VT Fish and Wildlife 
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Population Growth and the Concept of Carrying Capacity 
 
Deer populations have the potential for rapid growth. This is an evolved response to high 
mortality often related to predation. Under normal circumstances, does two years old or older 
produce twins annually, while yearling does typically produce single fawns. On excellent range, 
adult does can produce triplets, yearlings can produce twins and fawns can be bred and give birth 
during their first year of life. In the absence of predation or hunting, this kind of reproduction can 
result in a deer herd doubling its size in one year. This fact was illustrated on the 1,146 acre 
George Reserve in southern Michigan where biologists at the University of Michigan have been 
studying the deer population since 1928. The deer herd grew from six deer in 1928 to 162 deer 
by 1933 (27). In 1975, the George Reserve herd grew from 10 deer to 212 deer in 5 years (28).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hal Korber, PA Game Commission  
 
 
There are natural limits to the number of deer that a given parcel of habitat can support. These 
limits are a function of the quality and quantity of deer forage and/or the availability of good 
winter habitat. The number of deer that a given parcel can support in good physical condition 
over an extended period of time is referred to as “Biological Carrying Capacity” (BCC). Deer 
productivity causes populations to exceed BCC, unless productivity is balanced by mortality. 
When BCC is exceeded, habitat quality decreases with the loss of native plant species and herd 
physical condition declines. Biologists use herd health indices and population density indices to 
assess the status of a herd relative to BCC. 
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The importance of compatibility between land use practices and deer population size in urban, 
suburban, forested, and agricultural areas justifies consideration of another aspect of carrying 
capacity. “Cultural Carrying Capacity” (CCC) can be defined as the maximum number of deer 
that can coexist compatibly with local human populations (13). Cultural carrying capacity is a 
function of the sensitivity of local human populations to the presence of deer. CCC can be 
considerably lower than BCC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hal Korber, PA Game Commission 
 
The sensitivity of the human population to deer is dependent on local land use practices, local 
deer density and the attitudes and priorities of local human populations. Excessive deer/vehicle 
collisions, agricultural damage and homeowner/gardener complaints all suggest that CCC has 
been exceeded. It is important to note that even low deer densities can exceed CCC; a single deer 
residing in an airport-landing zone is too many deer. As development continues in many areas of 
North America, the importance of CCC as a management consideration increases.  
 
 
Consequences of Deer Overpopulation 
 
As previously indicated, deer populations have the ability to grow beyond BCC. When BCC is 
exceeded, competition for limited food resources results in overbrowsing (7,8). Severe 
overbrowsing alters plant species composition, distribution, and abundance, and reduces 
understory structural diversity (due to the inability of seedlings to grow beyond the reach of 
deer). These changes have a negative impact on other wildlife species, which also depend on 
healthy vegetative systems for food and cover. In time, overbrowsing results in reduced habitat 
quality and a long-term reduction in BCC. Coincident with overbrowsing is the decline in herd 
health. This decline is manifested in decreased body weights, lowered reproductive rates, 
lowered winter survival, increased parasitism, and increased disease prevalence (14). In the 
absence of a marked herd reduction, neither herd health nor habitat quality will improve, as each 
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constrains the other. Such circumstances enhance the likelihood of mortalities due to disease and 
starvation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Deer overabundance leads to excessive damage 
to commercial forests, agricultural crops, 
nursery stock, and landscape plantings (24,25) as 
well as a high frequency of deer/vehicle 
collisions. In addition, some studies suggest that 
a correlation exists between high deer densities 
and the incidence of Lyme disease 
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/lyme/), a tick-
born disease that, if left untreated, can affect the 
joints, heart, and nervous system of humans (1). 
 
 
 
 
 

John Buck VT F&W 
 
 
 
A Justification for Deer Population Management  
 
The potential for deer populations to exceed carrying capacity, to impinge on the well-being of 
other plant and animal species, and to conflict with land-use practices as well as human safety 
and health necessitates efficient and effective herd management. Financial and logistical 
constraints require that State and Provincial deer management be practical and fiscally 
responsible.  
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DEER MANAGEMENT OPTIONS 
 

Option 1 
ALLOW NATURE TO TAKE ITS COURSE 

 
 

In the absence of active management, deer herds grow until they reach the upper limit at which 
they can be sustained by local habitat. Herds at the “upper density limit” consist of deer in 
relatively poor health (8). These high-density herds are prone to cyclic population fluctuations and 
catastrophic losses (27). Such herds would be incompatible with local human interests and land-
use practices. Disease and starvation problems in the Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, 
New Jersey (40); damage to ornamentals on Block Island, Rhode Island; vegetation destruction at 
Crane Beach, Massachusetts; deer-vehicle collisions in Princeton, New Jersey (21); increased 
abundance of Black-legged, or “Deer” Ticks (Ixodes scapularis)(9) that spread Lyme disease; 
Ehrlichiosis (a newly recognized bacterial disease that is spread by infected ticks); and 
Babesiosis (a rare parasitic disease that is transmitted to people by infected ticks) are but a few 
examples of the negative impacts of a “hands off” deer management policy. Forest regeneration 
difficulties on Connecticut’s Yale Forest are another counter-productive effect that a “hands-off” 
policy has on industrial forest and private woodlot management. Allowing nature to take its 
course will result in a significant negative impact on native plant and animal species that readily 
leads to the loss of these species. In addition, the local deer herd suffers from impaired condition 
(41). 
 
Deer have evolved under intense predation and hunting pressure. In pre-colonial times many 
Native American tribes hunted deer year-round and depended on deer as their primary food 
source (26). 
 
Mountain lions, wolves, bobcats, and bears all utilized the pre-colonial deer resource. The high 
reproductive capability of present day herds likely reflects an adaptation to intense predation and 
hunting in the past. As a consequence, it would be inaccurate to describe a deer herd in today’s 
environment, with few or any predators and no hunters, as “natural”.  
 
In almost all cases, allowing nature to take its course through deforestation and starvation will 
not achieve modern deer management goals to ensure sustainable deer populations, sustainable 
habitats, and compatibility with human land-use practices and values. There are significant costs 
associated with the “hands off” approach to deer management including local herd decimation 
and habitat degradation for deer, people, and other wildlife; and a significant increase in deer-
vehicle collisions and agricultural damage. 
 
It is important to note that humans have had a dramatic impact on the ecology of North America. 
Among other things, they have altered landscapes, changed and manipulated plant communities, 
displaced large predators, eliminated a variety of native species, and introduced numerous 
exotics. Natural systems and regulatory processes have changed as a result of these impacts. 
Adopting a “hands off” policy will not restore North American ecosystems to a pristine state. 
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Option 2 
USE FENCING AND REPELLENTS  

TO MANAGE CONFLICTS WITH DEER POPULATIONS 
 

 
Fencing and repellents can address site-specific problems. Economic, personal, and aesthetic 
considerations typically restrict the use of these techniques. When considering fencing or 
repellents, it is important to understand that effectiveness will vary and what works for one area, 
may not work in another. 
 
There are many fencing options including woven wire or polypropylene mesh, high-tensile 
electric fencing, and polytape electric fences. Woven wire fences of 6 or 7 feet are adequate 
deterrents for most homeowners, but may not provide complete exclusion. An eight-foot woven 
wire fence cost $6 to $8 per foot to install. A polypropylene mesh grid deer netting can be staked 
around most small gardens at a cost to the homeowner of $2.00 to $3.00 per foot, plus labor. 
High-tensile electric fencing requires regular maintenance and is best suited to areas of good soil 
depth and moderate terrain. Electric fences suffer from seasonal problems associated with poor 
grounding due to heavy snows and dry soil conditions. Electric fences are not appropriate for use 
in areas where frequent human contact is likely. In 2001, multi-strand, high tensile, electric fence 
had an initial installation cost of $882 plus $0.31 per foot (31).  Installation costs will vary, 
depending on site conditions. 
 
Several types of electric fencing provide a less expensive, yet effective alternative to the multi-
strand, high tensile electric fence. Polytape livestock electrical fencing coated with peanut butter 
can be effective for home gardens and small nurseries or truck crops up to 40 acres. This simple, 
temporary fence works best under light deer pressure during summer and fall. The peanut butter 
on a poly-tape fence entices deer to sniff the fence. Then, when the deer make nose-to-fence 
contact they receive a substantial shock and quickly learn to avoid such fenced areas. Polytape 
fences are portable, and can be installed with an initial installation cost of $365 plus $0.10 to 
$0.25 per foot (31). 
 
Effective repellent programs require frequent applications because rapidly growing shoots 
quickly outgrow protection and repellents weather rapidly. Spray repellents can only be applied 
effectively during mild weather, so their value during winter months is restricted. Potential 
problems with repellent use stem from plant damage concerns, labeling restrictions, equipment 
problems (heavy binding agents and repellent slurries clog equipment), and difficulties resulting 
from noxious and/or unaesthetic product residues. Repellents vary in cost from $25 per gallon to 
$45 per gallon, which would treat approximately 200 small trees or shrubs. Repellents are 
usually not recommended for field crops because of their high cost, limitations on use, and 
variable effectiveness (6). 
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Maryland  DNR 
 
Repellent performance is variable and seems to be negatively correlated with deer density. This 
seems to result from the fact that repellents are behavior modifiers; they perform well under 
moderate pressure but may be ignored when alternative deer foods are scarce.  
 
Dogs contained by underground fencing are another option that has been used by some 
commercial nursery operations. In these situations, a couple of dogs can reduce deer damage 
across tens of acres. Specific guidelines on how to best implement this type of deterrent are 
available from a number of commercial vendors.  
 
Fencing and repellents may reduce deer impacts on a particular area, but they do not address deer 
population abundance. As a consequence, they are best employed within the context of a 
comprehensive deer management program. Without deer population management, deer damage 
will increase in severity and the efficacy of abatement techniques will decline.  
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Option 3 
USE OF NONLETHAL TECHNIQUES 

TO REDUCE DEER - VEHICLE COLLISIONS 
 
Various nonlethal mitigation measures have been studied and techniques continue to be 
developed to reduce or prevent deer-vehicle collisions (DVCs) where deer population control is 
considered unacceptable, impractical, or inadequate. The complexity and variability of the DVC 
problem often create difficulties in designing studies that will provide conclusive results. The 
following table summarizes the known utility of 16 potential non-lethal techniques in reducing 
DVCs based on two recent comprehensive reviews(15, 20). Many measures show potential, but 
require additional research before deriving conclusions regarding their effectiveness. While these 
devices may reduce deer–vehicle collisions, they do not reduce deer populations. 

 
Wildlife crossings (underpasses and 
overpasses) and exclusionary fencing, 
particularly when used in conjunction 
with one another, were the only 
methods with sufficient scientific 
evidence to be regarded as effective 
countermeasures. Technology-based 
deployments, such as animal-detection 
driver warning systems, is one area 
that shows potential in reducing DVC 
incidents, but requires further research 
before becoming applicable for 
general use. Only two mitigation 
techniques, deer whistles and deer 
flagging models, have been studied 
sufficiently to confidently categorize 
as ineffective.  
 
Several techniques either appear to be ineffective, or may be somewhat effective in specific 
situations, but are impractical to implement. Deer repellants and intercept feeding, for example, 
may be effective over a limited duration in localized areas, but would be difficult to consistently 
implement and ineffective as a long term strategy. 
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Effectiveness of deer-vehicle collision (DVC) reduction techniques (15, 20) 

 
DVC Reduction 

Technique 
Determined 

Effective 
Requires 

Additional 
Research 

Limited 
Effectiveness 
or Appears 
Ineffective 

Determined 
Ineffective 

Comments 

In-Vehicle 
Technologies 
(infrared vision or 
sensors) 

     Potential to reduce 
DVCs appears to exist. 

Deer Whistles       
Roadway Lighting      May have limited 

effectiveness in 
specialized situations. 

Speed Limit 
Reduction 

     Appears ineffective 

Deicing Salt 
Alternatives 

     May have limited 
effectiveness in 
specialized situations. 

Deer-Flagging 
Models 

      

Intercept Feeding 
(feeding stations 
outside roadway) 

     May have limited 
effectiveness in 
specialized situations. 

Passive Deer 
Crossing Signs  

      

Temporary Passive 
Deer Crossing Signs 
and Active Signs and 
Technologies 

     Appears promising in 
specific situations. 

Roadside Reflectors 
or Mirrors 

     Most studies found 
little long term effects. 

Deer Repellants      Unlikely to be useful.  
Public Information 
and Education 

     Regular education is 
necessary, though its 
effects are difficult to 
assess. 

Roadside Clearing       
Exclusionary Fencing      Effective when 

combined with wildlife 
crossings. 

Wildlife Crossings      Effective, particularly 
when combined with 
fencing 

Roadway 
Maintenance, Design, 
and Planning Policies 

     Appears that planning 
decisions may help 
mitigate DVC problem. 
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Option 4 
PROVIDE SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD TO ALLEVIATE CONFLICTS 

WITH BCC AND CCC 
 

Properly managed deer 
herds in good physical 
condition do not need 
supplemental food to survive 
winter in temperate climates. 
In jurisdictions without die-
offs due to severe winter 
weather, supplemental 
feeding of over-abundant 
and malnourished deer will 
encourage additional 
population growth(7) which 
is counterproductive if the 
goals are sustaining healthy 
deer and habitats. 

Michigan DNR 
 
Supplemental feeding on a region wide basis is not a practical method to reduce deer mortality.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                              Michigan DNR 
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Feeding deer to prevent catastrophic winter mortalities has been tried in many states. Michigan 
used surplus corn during four separate winters (1961-62, 1964-65, 1968-69 and 1970-71) to help 
deer survive on over-browsed deer range (22). In these situations, supplemental feeding was not 
effective. The cost of large-scale, emergency-feeding projects did not offset the increase in deer 
population due to higher survival and reproduction. It cost $82.69 per deer to supplementally 
feed deer throughout the year and about $36.75 per deer through the winter (22).  
 
A supplemental feeding program for mule deer in Colorado did reduce winter deer mortality, but 
it failed to eliminate substantial losses. Colorado researchers concluded that supplemental 
feeding can be justified for use during emergency circumstances (e.g. exceptionally severe 
winter weather) but not as a routine method for boosting local BCC (3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Michigan DNR 
 
The ineffectiveness of reaching significant portions of the winter deer population is a major 
factor in reducing the effectiveness of emergency feeding (35). Researchers in Michigan 
concluded that “nutritional supplementation” had potential value as a management tool but that it 
would only work within the context of “strict herd control” (37). In many areas of North America, 
supplemental feeding would lead to conflicts with CCC because it encourages increased deer 
population growth, negative impacts on habitat and other wildlife, and greater deer-human 
conflicts. Winter feeding can also lead to the perception that maintenance and protection of 
quality deer wintering habitat is not important for deer survival  
 
Disease transmission is a very real threat to deer in areas where they are being concentrated by 
artificial feeding activities. Ready exposure to agents responsible for fatal diseases such as 
Chronic Wasting Disease and tuberculosis are greatly facilitated through abnormal 
accumulations of urine, feces, and saliva at the feeding site. Once established in a wild 
population, a disease is rarely eradicated even after lengthy and costly treatment. 
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Option 5 
TRAP AND TRANSFER EXCESS DEER TO OTHER LOCATIONS 

 
This option would include the use of trapping, netting and/or immobilization for the purpose of 
capturing and relocating deer. Trap-and-transfer efforts are complex and expensive operations. 
Attempts to capture deer require substantial financial and logistic commitments in trained 
personnel and equipment to ensure safety of people and deer. Capture and relocation programs 
have recorded costs ranging from $400 to $3200 per deer (5, 12, 17).  
 
Trap-and-transfer programs require release sites capable of absorbing relocated deer. Such areas 
are often lacking. The negative impact that translocated deer could have on BCC and/or CCC 
and questions of liability concerning translocated deer are additional concerns. For example, 
what happens if a translocated deer is hit by a vehicle and the driver is injured or killed? Or, if 
translocated deer are seen damaging crops or ornamental plantings?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Joe Kosack, PA Game Commission 
 
 
Translocation may not be a “non-lethal” alternative. Deer are susceptible to traumatic injury 
during handling. Trauma losses average approximately four percent during trap-and-transfer 
efforts. Capture myopathy, a stress-related disease that results in delayed mortality of captured 
deer, is thought to be an important (and often overlooked) mortality factor. Delayed mortality as 
high as 26 percent has been reported (39). 
 
Survival rates of relocated deer are frequently low. The poor physical condition of deer from an 
overpopulated range predisposes them to starvation. Trap-and-transfer efforts in California, New 
Mexico and Florida resulted in losses of 85, 55 and 58 percent, respectively, from 4 to 15 months 
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following relocation (36). A six-year study of translocated deer from the Chicago metropolitan 
area showed a higher annual survival rate of resident adults than for those translocated deer. 
Deer-vehicle accidents were the largest source of mortality among the translocated does and 
presumably resulted from unfamiliarity with the release site (18).  
 
An additional concern associated with relocation of deer, especially from an overpopulated 
range, is the potential for spreading disease. The presence of Chronic Wasting Disease, Lyme 
Disease, Tuberculosis and other communicable diseases in some areas of North America makes 
this an important consideration (http://www.aphis.usda.gov/vs/nahps/cwd/) and possibly an 
illegal activity depending on state or provincial regulations. 
 
In conclusion, trap-and-transfer options are generally impractical and prohibitively expensive 
and have limited value in management of free-ranging deer. They may have more value in the 
control of small, insular herds where deer are tame and/or hunting is not applicable. 
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Option 6 
USE FERTILITY CONTROL AGENTS TO REGULATE DEER POPULATIONS 

 
Recent advances in wildlife contraception have facilitated remote delivery of antifertility agents 
to deer via dart guns. Immunofertility agents have been successfully employed to manipulate 
deer reproduction in both captive and free-ranging deer herds. Advances in delivery systems, 
coupled with improvement in the efficacy of antifertility vaccines, improve the prospect for 
limited applications of wildlife contraception. The cost of manpower and materials (estimated at 
$1,000 per deer), and the practicality of treating an adequate number of deer, will likely limit the 
use of immunocontraceptives to small insular herds habituated to humans. 
 

Joe Kosack, PA Game Commission

The most commonly used method 
of inducing infertility in deer is by 
immunocontraception, in which 
the deer is immunized against a 
protein or hormone needed for 
reproduction (34). Traditional 
immunocontraceptive research in 
mammals has concentrated on the 
use of a vaccine extracted from the 
ovaries of pigs, called porcine 
zona pellucida (PZP) (32). When 
this vaccine is injected into a doe, 
her immune system forms 
antibodies against the PZP. These 
PZP antibodies also recognize and 
attack the doe’s own ZP. After the 
doe ovulates, the PZP antibodies 
attach to her ovum and block 
fertilization (44), which causes the 
female to experience multiple estrous cycles and extends the breeding season. An extended 
breeding season will increase deer activity at a time of year when conservation of calories is 
important, and may result in increased winter mortality. Lengthened breeding activity of bucks 
may also lead to an increase in the number of deer–vehicle collisions (34). The original PZP 
vaccines required an initial dose followed by a booster dose, and annual vaccines thereafter. The 
need for annual vaccinations is a significant drawback to the PZP vaccine. A new formulation of 
PZP, called SpayVacTM, developed by ImmunoVaccine Technologies Inc., is a single-dose 
immunocontraceptive vaccine that has been shown to control fertility in female deer for multiple 
years. 
 
The United States Department of Agriculture, National Wildlife Research Center developed a 
new gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) immunocontraceptive vaccine, named 
GonaConTM. GnRH vaccines have an advantage over PZP because they prevent eggs from being 
released from the ovaries, thereby eliminating multiple estrus cycles. Recent studies 
demonstrated the efficacy of the single-shot GnRH vaccine as a contraceptive agent for up to 
four years (33). Ongoing studies are examining the effectiveness and practicality of administering 
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GonaConTM to free-ranging white-tailed deer. Preliminary results using free-ranging deer have 
provided poor results.  
 
An adjuvant is a compound that improves the immune response, causing higher levels of 
antibodies. Freund’s Complete Adjuvant (FCA) was combined with PZP to form the original 
vaccine. FCA has been popular with immunologists because it is very effective with all types of 
antigens. The United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) has objected to the use of 
Freund’s Adjuvant due to concerns related to target animal safety and human consumption. 
Because of these concerns, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Animal and 
Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) National Wildlife Research Center began testing 
Johne’s vaccine as a replacement for Freund’s adjuvant. MycoparTM  is approved for use in food 
animals and is therefore not a concern for use in deer (34).  
 
A new adjuvant, AdjuVacTM, contains a small quantity of Mycobacterium (as does Freund’s 
complete adjuvant), which is a bacterium found in many species of domesticated and wild 
animals. The combination of AdjuVacTM adjuvant and GnRH conjugate produces a much longer-
lasting contraceptive effect than was produced by earlier efforts that combined Freund’s adjuvant 
with the same GnRH conjugate. GnRH and PZP vaccines have been classified by the US FDA as 
investigational drugs and may only be used in rigidly controlled research studies.  
 
As of July 2008, no fertility control agents have been federally approved for management of 
wildlife populations in the United States. Results from pivotal studies have provided mixed 
results. Until a fertility agent is registered for use in contraceptive programs, deer should be 
identified as experimental animals so they are not consumed. This is a concern in the event of the 
deer leaving a study area to where it could be hunted, or killed in a vehicle accident. 
Identification is also important for monitoring deer behavior, movements, and populations. 
Individually marked deer reduces the possibly of retreating the same doe several times.  
 
In conclusion, fertility control in deer is a rapidly advancing technology that continues to require 
additional research. Fertility control may have value for use on small insular deer populations 
under carefully regulated conditions, but will not provide an alternative to hunting for the control 
of free-ranging herds (19). Although effective fertility control agents have been identified, their 
use on large free-ranging herds would be impractical and ineffective.  Because fertility control 
has no short-term effect on population size, pre or post treatment culling will be an essential part 
of the timely resolution of deer problems with fertility control agents.  
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Option 7 
REINTRODUCE PREDATORS TO CONTROL DEER POPULATIONS 

 
In moderately fluctuating environments, a complement of effective predators can maintain 
stability in a deer herd (28). However, in general terms, predator-prey interactions are highly 
variable(30), and tend to stabilize populations at relatively high densities (27). Wolves and 
mountain lions are examples of efficient deer predators that have been eliminated from much of 
the United States and eastern Canada. Both species are frequently suggested as candidates for 
reintroduction to control deer herds. 
                        
 

Restoration of wolves and mountain 
lions is infeasible in much of the 
United States because it is too 
densely populated by humans to 
provide suitable habitat for these 
species. In addition, it is unlikely 
that rural residents would tolerate 
large predators at levels dense 
enough to limit deer populations 
because such predators also readily 
consume livestock. Predation of 
non-target species including other 
native wildlife, livestock and pets, as 
well as concerns for human safety, 
are but a few examples of the 
conflicts that would arise as a result 
of predator reintroductions. 

VT F&W

 
 
 
Predator-prey relationships are complex and the impact of predators on herbivore populations is 
variable. Coyotes, bobcats, and bears are potential deer predators that currently reside throughout 
much of North America. These species appear to be opportunists that capitalize on specific 
periods of deer vulnerability. None of these predators has demonstrated a consistent ability to 
control deer populations. Where coyotes, bobcats and bears are common, deer herds often exceed 
BCC and CCC. Coyote populations have increased and their range has expanded in North 
America during the past 20 years. In many areas, deer and coyote populations have increased 
simultaneously. In some northeast jurisdictions where deer populations are relatively low, some 
biologists do suspect coyotes are partly responsible for declining deer numbers. Yet in other 
areas, changes in deer populations appear unrelated to coyote density. In many circumstances, 
coyotes and bears create serious agricultural conflicts. As a consequence, they are frequently less 
welcome than white-tailed deer.  
 
Heavy predation coupled with year-round hunting by Native Americans was the norm for pre-
colonial deer herds. It has been estimated that approximately 2.3 million Native Americans 
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occupied the pre-colonial range of the white-tail and that they harvested 4.6 to 6.4 million white-
tails annually (26). The human species clearly constitutes an efficient and natural deer predator. 
Ecological and social constraints preclude the reintroduction of large predators in much of North 
America. 
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Option 8 
CONTROL DEER HERDS WITH SHARPSHOOTERS 

 
A typical sharpshooting program involves the systematic culling of deer by skilled marksmen 
who are highly trained professionals. Although expensive relative to regulated hunting, 
sharpshooting programs may be useful in urban and suburban areas by reducing the size of the 
local deer population where there is not sufficient undeveloped land to support traditional 
regulated deer hunting programs.  Guidelines and requirements for implementing sharpshooting 
programs vary by state and the appropriate wildlife agency should be contacted for specific 
details.  Urban deer removal programs conducted in New Jersey cost between $200 and $350 per 
deer killed.  A town in Connecticut contracted a sharpshooter who removed 80 deer in 4 nights at 
an estimated cost to the community of $646 per deer removed.  Sharpshooting programs in 
Maryland have averaged $200 - $450 per deer removed.  Local taxpayers bear the cost of 
sharpshooting programs. Venison harvested by sharpshooting programs is generally donated to 
local food banks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hal Korber, PA Game Commission  
 
An evaluation of techniques employed to control an enclosed deer herd in Ohio revealed that 
sharpshooting was a less efficient method of deer removal than controlled hunting (38). The use of 
sharpshooters can be controversial in situations where regulated hunting could occur, because it 
denies citizens access to a renewable public resource. Local economies may also experience a 
loss of income from hunters. 
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Option 9 
USE REGULATED HUNTING AS A DEER MANAGEMENT TOOL 

 
Regulated hunting has proven to be an effective deer population management tool (16, 27). In 
addition, it has been shown to be the most efficient and least expensive technique for removing 
deer (38) and maintaining deer at desired levels. Wildlife management agencies recognize deer 
hunting as the most effective, practical and flexible method available for regional deer 
population management, and therefore rely on it as their primary management tool. Through the 
use of regulated hunting, biologists strive to maintain deer populations at desirable levels or to 
adjust them in accordance with local biological or social needs. They do this by manipulating the 
size and sex composition of the harvest through hunter bag limits and the issuance of antlerless 
permits, season type, season timing, season length, number of permits issued and land-access 
policies.  
 

 
 
         Forest Hammond, VT F&W 
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Controlled deer hunts are an alternative management technique in areas where people find 
traditional sport hunting intrusive, or where specific objectives of the landowner/manager require 
limited or directed hunter activity. Controlled deer hunts limit hunters to a modified season 
which is usually more restrictive than traditional hunting in terms of hunter density, methods of 
take, and size of huntable area than do deer hunting seasons in surrounding areas. One example 
of a controlled hunt involves the Richard T. Crane Memorial Reservation and the Cornelius and 
Mine Crane Wildlife Refuge in Massachusetts, which total approximately 2,100 acres. A 9-day 
shotgun season was increased to 90 days for participating hunters. Hunters received a special 
permit allowing for a two deer, either sex bag limit. Hunters were required to be residents of one 
of the bordering towns, have 5 years hunting experience, attend a pre-hunt seminar and pass a 
shooting proficiency test. From 1985 to 1991, between 49 and 76 hunters participated in the 
controlled hunt. During the first seven years of the hunt, a total of 443 deer were harvested, 
reducing the deer population from approximately 350 to 50 deer (10). 
 
Another controlled hunt at the Bluff Point Coastal Reserve in Connecticut required hunters to 
complete a 12-hour Conservation Education Firearms Safety Course and attend a pre-hunt 
meeting. Hunters harvested 226 deer and seven additional deer were removed by Wildlife 
Division personnel in January 1996, thereby reducing the Bluff Point deer population by 80 
percent (29).  
 
In some cases, simply improving hunter access while restricting participation to bow hunters 
may satisfy public concerns and deer management objectives within traditional season 
frameworks.   
 
Values associated with white-tailed deer management are diverse and extensive (23). Ecological 
benefits derived from regulated hunting include protection of the local environment from 
overbrowsing (2,3), protection of flora and fauna that may be negatively impacted by deer 
overpopulation (4,11,42) and the maintenance of healthy viable deer populations (16,27) for the 
benefit of people now and into the future. Social benefits that result from regulated hunting 
include: increased land-use compatibility stemming from fewer land-use/deer conflicts, human 
safety benefits resulting from reduced deer/vehicle incidents, diverse educational and 
recreational opportunities, and emotional benefits associated with a continued presence of 
healthy deer herds. Regulated hunting provides economic benefits in the form of hunting-related 
expenditures. Researchers estimated the expenditures of the nation’s 10,062,000 deer hunters to 
be nearly $11.1 billion in 2006 (43). An economic evaluation of regulated deer hunting should 
also include costs that would be incurred in the absence of population management. As an 
example, the cost of agricultural commodities, forest products, and automobile insurance would 
likely increase if deer populations were left unchecked.  
 
One-hundred years of research and management experience throughout the United States and 
eastern Canada has shown regulated hunting to be an ecologically sound, socially beneficial, and 
fiscally responsible method of managing deer populations. Options routinely suggested as 
alternatives to regulated hunting are typically limited in applicability, prohibitively expensive, 
logistically impractical, or technically infeasible. As a consequence, wildlife professionals have 
come to recognize regulated hunting as the fundamental basis of successful deer management. 
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 MILLBURN TOWNSHIP 
 

 DEER MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE  
 

REPORT OF AUGUST 2006 
  

 
 
“Deer are simply heeding the biological imperative to go forth and multiply. With no 
natural predators, and the suburbs a year-round salad bar, they have slipped out of their 
ecological niche--and it's our fault, not theirs. The deer did not ask human beings to 
create the kind of predator- free suburban landscapes in which they now thrive. But the 
mountain lion, gray wolf and bobcat are not about to return and the houses and highways 
are staying put. People therefore, must own up to their place in a compromised food 
chain and assume the responsibility for managing it well.”  
 
The New York Times, March 20, 2005 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Public Health                               Pub lic safety                         Forest health 
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A. CONCLUSIONS REACHED BY THE TASK FORCE  
 
After a period of study that has involved research, discussion, and personal interviews 
with acknowledged experts, the Task Force finds that free-ranging white-tailed deer must 
be controlled for reasons of health, safety, serious destruction to the forest understory, 
and damage to property.  Specifically we list these findings: 
 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deer have been identified by the US 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention  (CDC) as a critical link in the 
life of the parasite that carries the bacteria 
known to cause Lyme disease in humans.  
 
Studies show conclusively that incidence 
of Lyme disease is directly linked to deer 
population.  
 
The reported and diagnosed incidence of 
Lyme disease in Millburn and neighboring 
areas is growing every year. Tragic cases 
of undiagnosed illnesses can cause 
lifelong debilitation in their victims. 

 

Deer/auto collisions can be a significant 
cause of injury, property damage and 
death on roads and highways. Since 
Millburn’s control program was 
instituted in 2000, collisions have been 
reduced from 50 per year to an average 
of 25. 
  
“Wildlife warning reflectors were 
ineffective in changing deer behavior 
such that deer-vehicle collisions might 
be prevented.” 
 

School of Forest Resources,  
University of Georgia, February 
2006 

American Lyme Disease 
Foundation director David 
Weld, March, 2006  
 
“We strongly support efforts to 
significantly reduce the deer 
population, which in turn will 
help eliminate Lyme disease 
and other tick-borne diseases.” 

A recommendation of the North 
Jersey Transportation Planning 
Authority, 2005:  
 
“Encourage hunting or herd 
reduction.” 

1. LYME DISEASE 

2. HIGHWAY SAFETY 
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Millburn Township residents responded to a survey 
distributed in January 2003, affirming that significant loss 
of landscape plantings has occurred as a result of deer 
browsing. 
 
“Suburban habitats provide an ample supply of forage for 
hungry deer and the suburbs themselves offer a nearly 
predator- free environment. Under these scenarios, deer 
can reach peak levels of abundance.” (Forest Health 
White Paper NJ Audubon Society 2006) 
 
“About 70 percent of infected people are bitten in their 
own yards,” (David Weld, Executive Director of the 
American Lyme Disease Foundation) 
 

 
"It is our obligation to do something about it,  
to deal with the deer. White-tailed deer are a  
threat to our conservation areas."  
 
NJ Nature Conservancy 
Star-Ledger, Monday, March 14, 2005 
 
“After reviewing all available management programs (for forest and meadow), 
hunting is the first recommended management option with sharpshooting a 
second recommended option.” 
 
South Mountain Reservation Assessment and Restoration Plan, June 2006 
Professional Planning and Engineering, LLC 
 

3. FOREST HEALTH 

4. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

 

Deer herds in the forested areas of our 
community have caused a major loss of 
understory plants.   
 

Some of these are the seedling trees that, 
as old trees die, would eventually renew 
the forest; others are the vegetation that 
provide food and habitat for birds, 
reptiles and small mammals.   
 

The loss of canopy and understory 
allows the spread of invasive plants that 
further degrade habitat for migrating 
songbirds and native animals. 
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   5.  The deer problem can be solved most effectively on a multi-community basis with 
the cooperation and leadership of Essex County, because the deer move freely over large 
portions of Essex County, and Millburn Township has jurisdiction over only a small part 
of the area affected by the deer population.  In emulation of Union County, Essex County 
must spearhead the task of developing the consensus among the Townships bordering the 
South Mountain Reservation. According to State Law, each municipality must apply 
separately to the NJ Div. of F/W for a permit to run a Community Deer Management 
Program. Our common goals of protecting public health, public safety and forest 
health are most effectively realized by a multi-community action. 
 
 

6. Lethal means are necessary and the only legal and effective means of reducing and 
maintaining the number of deer within our suburbs and reservations.  (See options, 
Appendix 2) There is at this time no contraception method that has been proven to be 
effective. There is not option to transfer deer to any other location. 

 
       7. In areas removed from housing, culling by professional sharpshooters is safe and 
effective.  In the South Mountain Reservation, a tightly secured program of controlled 
hunting would be effective and affordable.  In larger, municipal properties such as Gero 
Park, “dart and euthanize” can be effective. For suburban neighborhoods, such as Short 
Hills and South Mountain, where isolated "pockets" of deer are the problem, well-
established trapping methods can be employed. 
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS   
 
Because the Township has the responsibility to protect the life, health and property of our 
residents; and because the Township also is the steward of our forested areas; and 
because no mechanism exists that would reduce the number of deer except human 
intervention, there being no predators present; the Task Force's principal suggestion is the 
systematic and ongoing removal of deer in both residential areas and forested  
reservations to achieve and maintain a density well under 5 deer per square mile. There 
follows a detailed list of specifics. 
 
The Task Force recommends that the Township undertake the following actions as 
quickly as possible and continuing thereafter: 
 
       1.  Pass a resolution urging the County of Essex to assume a leadership role in the    
reduction of deer in its parks and reservations by carrying out, without delay, the  
recommendations relating to deer in its "Master Plan" for the South Mountain    
Reservation provided by PPE (Professional Planning and Engineering).  The resolution 
should suggest that Essex County follow the model of Union County in Watchung 
Reservation by organizing a special deer management area (under the New Jersey statute 
regulating such programs), consisting of the five municipalities contiguous to or 
overlapping the South Mountain Reservation, with the object of reducing the herd in both 
forested and residential areas to well under 5 per square mile, and maintaining that 
number.  Essex County should not just wait for the requisite consensus among the 
municipalities to happen, but should actively pursue its formation, to protect the large 
environmental/ecological stake that we all hold in the South Mountain Reservation. 
 
2. Develop a long-term reduction/maintenance plan using lethal means. 
 
3. Resume culling by sharpshooters on those limited public lands over which Millburn 
has jurisdiction. 
 
4. Remove the "pocket "deer by darting and euthanasia wherever the terrain and 
surrounding areas allow, and otherwise by trap and euthanize.  
 
5.  Monitor ongoing tests of the GnRH deer contraceptive to study the effectiveness of 
contraception for a free-ranging deer population. 
 
6. Assume all the costs for deer-removal activities, as the animals are not any resident's 
property, and they represent a health and safety risk to all residents. 
 
7. Disseminate information in Millburn Township regarding awareness, symptoms, 
prevention, detection, and treatment of Lyme disease, as a joint effort of the Township 
Committee, the Board of Education, and the Township Health Department, (to include 
newsletters, presentations, and a web-page on aspects of deer management such as Lyme 
disease, accidents, and forest health.) 
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8. Create a community support campaign for the Lyme disease bills (S1479) and 
(HR3427) in the U. S. Congress. 
 
9. Pass an ordinance imposing financial penalties for feeding deer.  
 
10. Pass an ordinance imposing financial penalties for interfering with the removal of 
deer. People who feed deer, or who interfere with the removal of deer, are contributing to 
the incidence of highway collisions, Lyme disease, and destruction of forest and 
landscaping. 
 
11. Monitor the several existing exclosure areas to establish the relative health of deer-
free and deer-inhabited areas. (Exclosure: a fenced area that prevents deer from entering. 
Example: Cora Hartshorn Arboretum Wildflower Preserve.) 
 
12. Request the Millburn Board of Education to permit culling within the Oakey Tract for 
the reason of promoting public health and safety 
 
13. Conduct an annual roadside "distance sampling" (statistical method) count of deer, 
and supplement this with less frequent (more expensive) "hot shot" aerial counts. 
 
14. Seek support from state elected representatives for Assembly Bill A2830, calling for 
a reduction of the approval area for culling on private property from a 450 ft radius to a 
150 ft radius from an occupied building. 
 
15. Constitute and empower an ongoing Ad Hoc Committee to promote public education 
about deer management, develop a management plan, and provide an annual review. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Martine Donofrio, Chair 
Vaclav E Benes  
Thomas Hildner  
Arnold Selby 
Eleanor Wallen  
Sandra Haimoff, Township Committee Representative 
James Suell, Township Committee Representative 
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C. FACTORS CONSIDERED BY THE TASK FORCE 
 

1.  PUBLIC HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS (LYME AND OTHER DISEASES) 
 
Lyme disease is a serious health threat that has been increasing substantially in every NJ 
county during the last several years.  According to the U. S. Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC), the white-tailed deer is instrumental in the spread of Lyme disease.  A single 
white-tailed deer can host enough adult ticks to produce 1.5 to 3 million eggs and larvae 
the following spring.  The Township has a responsibility to protect its residents from this 
and other potentially catastrophic diseases carried by the deer tick. 
 
Lyme Disease Foundation director Thomas Forschner said in an interview on March 28, 
2006, “There is definitely a relationship between the number of deer and the number of 
Lyme cases. If we could control the deer we could control the incidence of Lyme 
disease.” He added, “I don’t care what it takes, I want to end this disease.” 
 
American Lyme Disease Foundation director David Weld said in an interview, also in 
March 2006, “We strongly support efforts to significantly reduce the deer population, 
which in turn will help eliminate Lyme disease and other tick-borne diseases.” 
 
The disease is caused by a spirochete transmitted through the bite of the nymphal stage of 
the deer tick (Ixodes scapularis), whose earliest host is a small animal such as the mouse, 
chipmunk, vole or shrew.  White-tailed deer pick up the adult ticks from the small 
animals and become the chief carrier of the Ixodes scapularis in the suburbs  (in rural 
areas, horses and cattle may carry the adult tick).   According to the CDC, “Deer are 
important in transporting ticks and maintaining tick populations.” 
 
Dr. Kirby Stafford, the vice director and chief entomologist at the Connecticut 
Agriculture Experiment Station, explained on June 8, 2006, “There is a direct correlation 
between the number of deer in an area and the amount of reported cases of Lyme 
disease.”  He cited an example: Monhegan Island, a 586-acre island off the coast of 
Maine, had more than 100 deer per square mile and by 1996 13% of the residents had 
contracted Lyme disease.  Because of this, the residents voted to completely rid the island 
of deer and from by August 1999, all the deer were removed. 
 
“By the summer of 2003, no larvae or nymphs were recovered (on Monhegan Island) and 
very few adult ticks were recovered, and this continues.  This shows how fundamental 
deer are to the abundance of ticks,” Stafford said.   
 
“Since the deer extirpation was completed, Maine medical researchers have monitored 
human health and tick incidence on Monhegan Island. After a lag of two to three years, 
the tick population has crashed and there have been no new human cases of Lyme disease 
on the island.” Community Based Deer Management Northeast Wildlife Damage 
Management Research and Outreach Cooperative, Cornell University, 2004 
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Below: Larvae and Nymphs found on rodents on Mohnegan Island before and after 
removal of white-tailed deer. (Stafford, Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“By 2004, no immature I. scapularis could be found on rodents on Monhegan Island.”  
CDC, 2006 
 
A nine-year study conducted in Mumford Cove, Connecticut, shows conclusively that 
incidence of Lyme disease exactly mirrors the population of white-tail deer. (Kilpatrick 
and LaBonte, 2003) In 1998, with about 100 deer per square mile, there were nearly 30 
new Lyme cases per 100 homes. When the deer were reduced through hunting to 10 per 
square mile, new cases of Lyme disease fell to 3 per 100 homes. 
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On May 4, 2006 the Star Ledger reported that NJ had 3,372 cases of Lyme disease in 
2005, up from 2,740 cases in 2004.  NJ is now third in the U. S. for reported cases.  
Millburn’s reported cases have doubled over the last 3 years, from 8 in 2003 to 17 in 
2005. Since many cases are undiagnosed, or misdiagnosed, the actual totals may be much 
higher.  Congressional research indicates that possibly as few as 10% of Lyme disease 
cases are reported.   Untreated or misdiagnosed cases may result in severe neurological 
disorders, sometimes resulting in lifelong disability for the victim. 
 

A study conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports a median 
school absence in NJ of 103 days per student affected by Lyme disease.  A Columbia 
University Medical Center study reports an average 22 point IQ drop in students affected 
by Lyme, which is reversed by successful treatment.   A Congressional investigation 
indicates that Lyme disease costs $61,688.00 per year, per patient, in treatment cost and 
work time lost.  Lyme disease costs the nation nearly $2. billion annually. 
 
These figures, while sobering, are not the full story of the effects of the disease.  Lyme 
disease is a serious health threat unless treated promptly upon exposure for 2 weeks with 
the antibiotic, Doxycycline, or another appropriate antibiotic.  The telltale bull’s eye rash 
is present in only 10-40% of the cases, and the disease may masquerade as Rheumatoid 
Arthritis, Lupus, or Flu. 
 
Millburn residents are deeply concerned about the threat of Lyme disease. (See attached 
news articles.) Residents and local medical professionals need education in prevention, 
diagnosis, and early treatment. 
 
Lyme disease control depends on reducing the number of Ixodes ticks, either by reducing 
the number of winter hosts for the adult ticks, principally the white-tailed deer, 
or by reducing the number of spring/summer hosts (mice and chipmunks).  The latter are 
clearly not a realistic population-reduction target on a Township-wide or area-wide basis. 
Moreover, in the Township and vicinity, there are essentially no large mammalian 
hosts other than deer and humans. 
 
Chemical repellents, fencing and electronic devices are not effective for reducing the 
threat of Lyme disease. Even if deer stay on a property for only a short period of time, 
they can still deposit the ticks.  The small mammal carriers from neighboring properties 
will not be impeded by a fence. 
 

The Task Force noted that among the general public there is a great deal of 
misinformation and misunderstanding regarding the complex symbiotic 
relationship of ticks, rodents, deer, Lyme disease, and humans.  Much of this  
appears to arise from the details of the deer tick life cycle, including the fact that 
the deer tick is “multi-hosted.”  An appendix on this life cycle is included among the 
Addenda. 
 
Legislation related to Lyme disease has been initiated in both houses of Congress by 
delegates from CT, PA, NJ (Rep. Christopher Dodd) and NY to authorize an additional 
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$20. million annually for the next five years to be spent for Lyme disease research, 
education and prevention: the Senate bill is S1479 and the House bill is HR3427.   
 
Supplying a further cause for concern, the NY Times Health Section article of June 19, 
2006 (p.2) indicates the increased incidence of the deer-tick borne illness, Babesiosis, 
which is “spreading along the same routes as Lyme disease.  Babesiosis is much less 
common than Lyme, but in rare cases can kill with malaria-like fevers.”  For more 
information, see the ADDENDA. 
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2. HIGHWAY AND ROAD SAFETY 
 

In 2003, approximately 5,000 deer-vehicle crashes were reported in the 13  
counties in northern New Jersey under the jurisdiction of the NJTPA. Based 
on the experiences of other states, the actual number of crashes is probably much 
higher, perhaps double. (North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority 
Development, March 2005) 

More than 1.5 million DVCs occurred in the United States in 2002, causing at 
least $1.1 billion in vehicle damage and killing about 150 humans and at least 1.5 
million deer. (Wildlife Management Fact Sheet, Cornell University Cooperative 
Extension 2005) 

There were 1.5 million deer and vehicle crashes in 2003, injuring 13,713 people 
and causing $1.1 billion in vehicle damage. (Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety, November 2004) 

The following is excerpted from: Strategies for Addressing Deer Vehicle Crashes (DVC),  
North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority, March 2005 
 
A number of recent highway studies show that some factors indicating the probability 
that a roadway segment would be a high DVC segment include: proximity to woodlands; 
number of bridges, number of lanes, in- line visibility, posted speed limit, lack of fencing, 
adjacent area closed to hunting; daily vehicle travel miles; local deer harvest.  No studies 
have been conducted over a large geographic area.   Fewer than half a dozen studies have 
been published that relate to hunting to achieve reduction in smaller areas (a city or park.) 
Among them are Princeton Township, New Jersey; Oak Ridge Reservation, Tennessee; 
Ned Brown Forest Preserve, Illinois; and River Hills, Wisconsin. 
 

From Princeton Township, 2006:  
                                     Year                     Deer/Vehicle Accidents 
Pre-program:                 2000                                342 
  
With culling program   2001                                  245 
    "                                2002                                  170 
    "                                2003                                  128 
    "                                2004                                  127 
    "                                2005                                  100   
 
Union County, New Jersey Watchung Reservation,    
1992-93 25     
1993-94 4     
1994-95 6     
1995-96 11      
1996-97 4     
1997-98 3 
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Oak Ridge Reservation, Tennessee 
Deer hunts were initiated in 1985 in response to increases in the number of deer/vehicle 
collisions. Yearly deer/vehicle collisions have been reduced from 273 to 143. 
 
Ned Brown Forest Preserve, Illinois 
Sharpshooters, rocket netting and drive netting were employed to increase vegetation and 
to reduce DVC. Collisions were reduced from 37 per year to 13. 
 
River Hills, Wisconsin 
438 deer were relocated 1987-1992. DVC declined accordingly. "Before we started 
trapping in 1986-'87, we had 76 car kills. And if you've ever seen a car-deer crash, they're 
very destructive to both parties," Tollaksen said. "Last year we had eight." 
 
No positive correlation appears in Millburn’s deer culling vs. Deer Vehicle Collisions 
(DVC). The principle reason for this may be that the great majority of Millburn’s 
recorded DVCs occur on in the vicinity of JFK Parkway, adjacent to NJ American Water 
Preserve lands where no culling has been practiced. 
 
Millburn DVC 
1997-2006 

Deer 
removed 

Deer/auto Reflectors Personal 
injury 

1997 0 50 est.  n/a unknown 
1998 0 50 est. n/a unknown 
1999 0 21 n/a unknown 
2000 127 23 15 unknown 
2001 365 27 12 unknown 
2002 67 16 4 unknown 
2003 0 27 8 unknown 
2004 132 34 13 unknown 
2005 0 22 10 unknown 
Jan- Jun 2006 0 9 4 4 
  180 66 4 
Of the 66 deer/auto collisions in areas where Strieter Lite reflectors were present on 
Millburn roadways, 16 took place in daylight hours. 75% (50) occurred in dusk or 
darkness, when auto headlights would have been in use (calculated using NOAA 
sunrise/sunset data per month). 
 
36% (66/180) of all Millburn DVCs occurred in areas where Strieter Lite reflectors were 
present. From Strategies for Addressing Deer Vehicle Crashes, Wisconsin Dept 
Transportation 2004, regarding reflectors: “extensive testing has shown these devices 
have no impact on the number of crashes.” 
 
The statement below is excerpted from School of Forest Resources, University of 
Georgia, February 2006, “Ineffectiveness of wildlife warning reflectors for altering deer 
behavior along roadways.”  
 

“Using forward- looking Infrared Technology, we observed 1,370 behavioral 
responses of white-tailed deer relative to roadways before and after installation of 
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wildlife warning reflectors during 90 observation nights. Based on our 
observations, wildlife warning reflectors were ineffective in changing deer 
behavior such that deer-vehicle collisions might be prevented. Our results provide 
no justification for the use of optical reflectors to minimize deer-vehicle 
collisions.” 

 
2006 was the first year for which data on personal injury was recorded. Of 9 deer/auto 
accidents (Jan-June), 4 took place in areas where reflectors were present. Of the 4 
involving injuries, two took place in areas where reflectors were present, both occurring 
during daylight hours (May 5 at 8:22 am, and June 30 at 8:52 am). 
 
Figures given for deer/auto collisions do not include MVAs taken by other law 
enforcement agencies, e.g., the NJ State Police on Routes 28 and 78, and the Essex 
County Sheriff’s Office in South Mountain Reservation. These figures are not available 
to us. 

 
 
The great majority of Millburn’s recorded DVCs occur in the vicinity of JFK Parkway, 
adjacent to NJ American Water Preserve lands, and along South Mountain Reservation 
boundaries where no culling has been practiced. (Source: Millburn Police Department) 
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North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority recommends the following measures to 
reduce DVCs:  
 

1. Cost benefit studies indicate that 8 foot high exclusionary fencing should be 
installed on one side of the road if 8 carcasses per year; both sides if 16; both 
sides combined with wildlife crossing if 24 deer carcasses are recovered per year. 
 
2. Clear underbrush from side of the road in high crash areas.  
 
3. Textured pavement is suitable for localized use in high animal crossing areas. 
 
4. Encourage hunting or herd reduction. 
 
5. Public education 

 
The NJ TPA advises motorists: “Buckle up, slow down, stay alert, and do not swerve to 
avoid hitting a deer. If a crash is inevitable, brake firmly (don't swerve) hold on to the 
steering wheel and come to a controlled stop. 
 
Regardless how you feel about destroying any animal, it is your best choice. A review of 
many years of crash statistics shows that very few motorists are injured or killed by the 
act of simply striking a deer. No animal's life is worth your own, your passenger's or the 
occupants of another vehicle.” 
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3. BIOSYSTEM (ECOLOGICAL) IMPACT 

 
From the Minutes of 5/23/06 
 
DMTF member Vaclav Benes, as a guest of the Maplewood deer management 
committee, took a walking tour of South Mountain Reservation with wildlife biologists 
from the Audubon Society to assess the forest understory.  They pointed out numerous 
examples of deterioration, and remarked that “left untreated, the forest there would be 
gone in a hundred years.”   
 
The following is excerpted from NJ Audubon’s Forest Health White Paper, March 2005. 
 
Overabundant White-tailed Deer 
 
Deer are more abundant today than ever before. In many regions of New Jersey, they are 
driving rapid ecosystem alterations resulting in local extirpation of native plants and a 
subsequent takeover by invasive species. While white-tailed deer are clearly a native 
inhabitant of New Jersey, their current level of abundance is not. Since European 
settlement, white-tailed deer have expanded their geographic range and have greatly 
increased in abundance. Methods used to estimate pre-settlement deer densities have 
reported an average density of 2-4 deer per square kilometer (5-10/sq mi) (McCabe and 
McCabe 1997); Alverson et al. 1988). Present day deer densities in New Jersey exceed 
these estimates. Statewide, deer densities range from a low of 5 deer per sq km in South 
Jersey in the Pine Barrens up to 30 per sq km in central New Jersey. However, some local 
populations of deer are estimated to be as high 78 deer per km (NJ Division of Fish, 
Game and Wildlife 1999).  
 
(NOTE: From June, 2006 PPE report on South Mountain Reservation: “A deer survey 
conducted in March 2004 revealed a population density of 63 deer per square mile. (Predl 
2005) Since then the females have given birth to one to three fawns, raising the possible 
number of deer to 93 per square mile.) 
 
New Jersey’s natural ecosystems evolved under less intense pressure from browsing 
animals. The pre-settlement landscape of New Jersey included additional herbivores, i.e., 
elk and moose, but also included native predators of these animals, including mountain 
lion, grey wolf, and bobcat. While bobcats, wolves, moose and elk proved inadaptable to 
environmental conditions brought by settlement, after an initial decline, deer were able to 
adapt and thrive in this environment. Deer are browsers that thrive in fragmented 
landscapes complete with high amounts of edge that provide an abundance of browse. 
 
(A) favored food for browsing deer is buds and young shoots of woody shrubs and 
saplings…When browsing on woody plants, deer show clear preferences, with sugar 
maple, white ash, oaks, yellow poplar, hemlock, white pine and white cedar being a few 
of their favorites (Drake et al. 2002)…A 20-year study of vegetation in the Allegheny 
National Forest in Pennsylvania revealed that deer herd had depleted the browse supply 
and damaged reproduction of hemlocks and hardwoods, effectively preventing forest 
recovery (Hough 1965).  
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If a forest or shrubland is subjected to continued elevated deer densities, the understory 
and mid-story layers will disappear. The long-term impact of such a scenario is the 
creation of “deer savannas” or “deer parks.” These aesthetically pleasing but biologically 
destitute areas are characterized by higher densities of ferns and grasses (species not 
preferred by deer) or park- like habitats of large trees completely lacking as understory 
that are clear and open beneath, allowing extensive visibility for ling distances (Rooney 
2001). Such drastic changes in forest structure also impact wildlife. DeCalesta (1994) 
found that both species richness and abundance declined significantly for intermediate 
canopy nesting birds…on heavily browsed sites with a number of species absent entirely 
from browsed areas. Casey and Hein (1983) found species nesting in forest understory 
and midstory at higher abundances on lightly browsed sites versus heavily browsed sites 
with many species found exclusively on the lightly browsed sites…These results show 
clear evidence of eventual avian species impacts and losses under increasing browsing 
pressure.  
 
For those birds that actually succeed in fledgling young within heavily browsed areas, 
their effort may still be futile. Viga-River et al. (1998) found that Wood Thrush seek 
shrubby, second growth areas within the forest during the post fledging stage to take 
advantage of heavier cover and food sources available in these areas. Young fledglings 
lacking adequate areas close to the nest site face a greater predation risk as they move 
longer distances seeking cover and food. Young birds in a heavily browsed forest are 
doomed. It provides no such sites for the newly fledged birds. 
 
Potential solutions 
 
Lethal control of white-tailed deer populations has proven highly successful at 
significantly reducing local deer herds over a short period of time (Frost 1997). At the 
Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, a deer hunting program has been used for 30 
years to control the deer population (Hollein 2004). Initial positive vegetation responses 
have been recorded in years immediately following initiation of managed hunts in 
extremely overbrowsed parks (Mitchell et al. 1997).  
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4. DEER AND PRIVATE  PROPERTY 
 
Upon request by the NJ Fish and Wildlife, and in order to qualify under the law for state 
approval of its Deer Management Plan, Millburn distributed a survey and received 
feedback from residents regarding property damage due to browsing by deer in 2002. Of 
those responding, 78% reported significant property damage. 
 
Millburn Lyme disease victim Jacqueline Spar believes that she contracted the disease by 
means of a tick bite sustained on the family’s property. “About 70 percent of infected 
people are bitten in their own yards,” says David Weld, executive director of the 
American Lyme Disease Foundation. (Health A to Z, June, 2006) 
 
Not only do suburban deer create a nuisance and health hazard for property owners, they 
can also create additional browsing pressure on adjacent forests: The following is taken 
from NJ Audubon’s Forest Health White Paper, March 2005: 
 
“With freedom from predation, high birth rates and increased longevity, suburban areas 
can experience exponential deer population growth. Suburbia also shelters deer from 
another major source of natural mortality—harsh winter food shortages. In a suburban 
interface, ornamental shrubs and even feeders (both bird and deer) provide an ample 
source of winter food. Supplemental food sources during winter can serve to concentrate 
deer, and may make the browse impact on adjacent natural vegetation even more severe 
(Doenier et al. 1997).” 
 

5.  DEER POPULATIONS IN SPECIFIC NEIGHBORHOODS 
 
It is recognized by the DMTF that different standards and different control methods must 
be applied when dealing with deer that wander through 1) forested areas, 2) suburban 
neighborhoods, that are adjacent to wooded lands; and 3) suburban neighborhoods far 
removed from forested areas. Deer inhabiting this third category are referred to in this 
document as “pocket deer.” 
 
1) Regarding forested areas, a study conducted in Pennsylvania shows that when deer 
density rises above 20 deer/sq. mile, there is a significant impact to the forest (Decalesta, 
1997). This figure, while suitable for much of Pennsylvania, is too high for Essex 
County.  In the opinion of Audubon biologist Troy Ettel, a severely impacted area such as 
the South Mountain Reservation, whose understory is virtually non-existent, needs to 
have a deer density close to zero maintained over a decade in order to recover. For this 
reason the DMTF recommends a target population of no more than 5 deer per acre 
(preferably fewer) for a period of 10 years to allow for forest recovery. 
 
2.) Properties that are adjacent to South Mountain Reservation can always expect to have 
a small number of deer that come out of the Reservation in search of attractive landscape 
plantings. With Reservation deer at fewer than 5 per square mile, this should be rare. 
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3.) In the case of “pocket deer,” the natural constraint expressed in the BCC (Biological 
Carrying Capacity) is overshadowed by considerations of health, cleanliness, and 
property damage. The NJ Fish and Wildlife Service contends that the acceptable number 
of such deer in suburban areas is zero. Complaints received from Millburn residents 
reveals their anxiety and frustration over herds of deer visiting their property at will. 
 
Recommended control methods for the three regions enumerated above will differ. 
 

1.) Controlled hunting should be employed in forested areas.   
 
2.) Sharpshooting by licensed professionals should be employed in neighborhoods 

adjacent to the Reservation. 
 

3.)  “Tranquilize, remove and euthanize” should be employed on public lands where 
possible. 

 

4.) “Trap and euthanize” should be employed to achieve a “pocket deer” population 
of zero, as recommended by the NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife, and as 
supported by statistics on the prevention of Lyme disease. 

 
6.  COMPARABLE COMMUNITY DEER MANAGEMENT PLANS 
 

DMTF collected deer management reports from the following entities: 
 
South Mountain Reservation Assessment and Restoration Plan, PPE LLC 2006 
Bridgewater Township 
Bernards Township 
Fairfield County Deer Alliance, Connecticut 
NJ Audubon Society Forest Health White Paper 
Princeton Township 
Watchung Reservation, Union County NJ 
 
In some rural areas, a combination of sports hunting and culling by sharpshooters is 
sufficient to keep the local deer herd at an acceptable level. The best example of this is 
Bridgewater Township; this area has a large number of resident sports hunters that 
support the program.  
 
The area most comparable to the South Mountain Reservation is Watchung Reservation 
in Union County. A successful and cost-effective multi-community program has been in 
operation there that relies on controlled sports hunting. After twelve years of this 
program, the desired level of deer density has been reached, by means of 12 volunteers 
operating for 3 days per year.  
 
Princeton Township utilizes sharpshooting; has instituted “Trap and euthanize” removal; 
and has also experimented with contraception.  Problems encountered with contraception 
include: a bad batch that was ineffective; a longer period of estrus in treated does leading 
to an extended period in which bucks pursue does across roads; reported pregnancies by 
does inoculated three years ago.  
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ADDENDUM A: BACKGROUND 
 
The Deer Management Task Force (DMTF) was constituted and appointed in April 2006 
by request of the Township Committee. The group was charged to investigate the scope 
of the deer/human interaction in Millburn Township and to recommend courses of action 
by no later than August 31, 2006. 
 
The DMTF was empowered to hold closed door meetings, and to invite experts of its 
choosing to testify. The appointed members of the group are recorded in Addendum A, 
attached. 
 
Two members of the Township Committee, James Suell and Sandra Haimoff, 
participated in its work and discussions. Mayor Baer attended its first meeting for a short 
time. At no time were more than two members of the Township Committee present at any 
meeting of the DMTF. 
 
The DMTF met on 14 occasions. Most of those meetings were attended also by expert 
witnesses or knowledgeable persons, or experts were interviewed by telephone 
conference. One subcommittee was formed to investigate further the issue of Lyme 
disease as it relates to deer in a suburban environment.  
 
The group gathered documents from comparable communities, from government 
agencies, from the Internet, and from members of our own community in pursuit of its 
goals. Matters were decided by majority vote, but Township Committee members did not 
vote. Mrs. Eleanor Wallen acted as Recording Secretary, Ms. Martine Donofrio as Chair, 
and Arnold Selby as Co-Chair. 
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ADDENDUM B: EXPERTS AND CONSULTANTS 
 
Dan Bernier 
Chief, Bureau of Park Operations, County of Union 
Elizabeth, NJ 07207 
908-527-4911 
 
Dr. Kirby Stafford 
Vice Director and Chief Entomologist  
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station 
123 Huntington Street, Box 1106, New Haven, CT 06504 
Kirby.Stafford@po.state.ct.us 
203-974-8604 
 
Howard Kilpatrick 
Wildlife Biologist, Connecticut Dept Environmental Protection Wildlife Division 
391 Route 32, North Franklin, CT 06254 
howard.kilpatrick@po.state.ct.us 
860-642-9824 
 
Thomas Poole 
Princeton Township 
Chair, Deer Program Evaluation Committee 
609-924-2271 
 tompoole33@yahoo.com 
 
Anthony DeNicola, Ph.D. 
 President, White Buffalo, INC. 
 wbuffaloinc@aol.com 
 
Susan Predl 
Senior Wildlife Biologist 
NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife 
502 E State Street, 3d floor 
Trenton NJ 08625 
908-735-7040 
 predl@dep.state.nj.us 
 
Troy Ettel 
NJ Audubon Society 
11 Hardscrabble Road 
Bernardsville, NJ 07924 
908-766-5787 ext. 17 
troy.ettel@njaudubon.org 
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ADDENDUM C: 
      A RESOLUTION BY 
 
                                          THE MILLBURN TOWNSHIP COMMITTEE 
 
                         URGING ESSEX COUNTY TO INSTITUTE A PROGRAM OF  
 
                                        COMMUNITY DEER MANAGEMENT 
 
 
Now whereas wildlife biologists have called attention to serious overpopulation and 
destructive overgrazing by white-tailed deer throughout the Northeastern United States, 
 
and whereas such conservation organizations as the National Audubon Society and the 
Nature Conservancy have decried the effects of deer overpopulation on the habitats of 
other flora and fauna, and have pointed to the notorious “browse line” below which only 
plants unpalatable to deer can grow,  
 
and whereas Millburn Township Forester Tom Doty has made a sobering presentation to 
the Millburn Township Environmental Commission on the connection between deer 
overgrazing and the influx of invasive plants,  
 
and whereas the Center for Disease Control and other health authorities have identified 
the white-tailed deer as a principal host for spreading the tick Ixodes scapularis which 
carries the bacterium Borrelia burgdorferi and other agents that can cause debilitating 
neurological disorders, 
 
and whereas the circulation of the large deer population across roads and highways has 
led to many deer-automobile collisions, at all times of the day, 
 
and whereas it has been observed that the deer in Essex County are not restricted to 
forested areas such as South Mountain Reservation, Eagle Rock Reservation, or water 
company lands, but also live in small groups or pockets in suburban gardens where they 
pose a health hazard and inflict substantial damage to landscaping,  
 
and whereas Millburn Township has carried out various deer management procedures on 
limited properties in its jurisdiction, but realized that a complete solution of the problems 
could only be achieved by working with the neighboring communities and Essex County,  
 
and whereas the State of New Jersey has a detailed statute (Chapter 46, C.23:4-42.3 et 
seq.) governing community deer management under the Division of Fish and Wildlife, 
 
and whereas Union County, in concert with the townships adjoining or overlapping the 
Watchung Reservation has in recent years carried out a successful program of community 
deer management under the New Jersey statute, providing experience and a nearby model 
for deer herd control,  
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and whereas Essex County has, at the behest of local municipalities and the South 
Mountain Conservancy, funded and received a Master Plan for the South Mountain 
Reservation prepared by Professiona l Planning and Engineering (PPE) that calls for a 
stringent deer management program in that Reservation, 
 
 
now therefore, the Township Committee of Millburn calls on Essex County, for the 
health of the citizens and the restoration of their parks, to institute a county-wide program 
of community deer management in both suburbs and reservations, open to the 
participation of any municipality in the County that recognizes the deer problem and 
realizes that it must be approached at a County level, this program to function 
independently of any deer management program run by the municipality itself, and to 
include the South Mountain Reservation. 
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APPENDIX 1.  NEW JERSEY COMMUNITY DEER MANAGEMENT LAW  
 
      (Chapter 46, C.23: 4-42.3 et seq.)  
 

From a presentation by Ms. Sue Predl, NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife, June 8 2006 
 
Under New Jersey law, a municipality, airport or agricultural commission can apply for a 
permit to reduce a resident deer herd. (Under this law, a park such as South Mountain 
Reservation cannot qualify for a permit.) When lethal methods are used, the law specifies 
that the animals may not suffer, and that if possible the meat should be donated to feed 
the hungry, with the community paying for the cost of butchering. To satisfy this 
requirement, no chemicals (contraceptives or tranquilizers) can be administered to the 
animal. 
 
Ms. Predl says that according to law, the permit will be issued only when the community 
can show that it has satisfied two conditions: that deer/vehicle collisions have occurred, 
and that significant property damage is reported. Currently, incidence of Lyme disease 
and destruction of forest understory are not acceptable criteria for issuing a management 
permit. 
 
There is thought now among wildlife officials that the requirement of approval of culling 
by lethal means within a radius of 450 feet of an occupied building is excessive, and that 
this guideline could be adjusted to 150 feet radius around a potential culling site. 
Legislators are considering making this change. 
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APPENDIX 2: METHODS OF DEER HERD REDUCTION 
 
Control of deer herds results in improved herd health, reduction in deer damage to 
vegetation, and stabilized population 
 
Effects of population reduction on home ranges of female white-tailed deer at high 
densities, 2001 Howard J. Kilpatrick, Shelley M. Spohr, and Kelly K. Lima 
 
Abstract: The relationship between deer density and home range size is important in 
assessing the effectiveness of deer reduction programs and predicting the effects of deer 
on habitat. We quantified annual home range and core area size and spatial configuration 
of adult female white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) exposed to a population 
reduction program and a control group exposed to no population reduction program over 
a 4-year period (1994–1997). Deer were removed from Bluff Point during a 9-day 
shotgun hunt in 1996 and a 4-day removal program in 1997. Annual home range size 
during high deer densities (88–91 deer/km2) were larger than during periods of moderate 
(20 deer/km2) and low deer densities (11 deer/km2). We found a positive relationship 
between deer density and home range size. Annual home range size for the control group 
of deer did not differ among years. There were no significant shifts in the spatial 
arrangement of deer home ranges as deer densities were reduced.  
 
Significant improvements in deer herd health and reductions in deer browsing were 
documented during the 2-year deer reduction program. Population reduction programs at 
our study area did not cause the resident deer population to expand home range size or 
shift into adjacent habitat. We believe that localized deer reduction programs can be 
effective tools to manage problem deer herds. Deer removal efforts initiated to reduce 
deer damage to vegetation, particularly in urban areas, may have an added effect of 
reducing foraging range of the remaining resident deer. 
 
Deer reduction does not result in increased fertility of does 
 
An aggressive reduction program carried out in Union County had the objective of 
bringing a 90 per square mile deer herd to 20 per square mile within 5 years. The 
program reached its goal in four years and switched to a maintenance program to keep 
the deer population at the desired level.  
 
An assessment of reproductive data was conducted from 1996 through 1999 by Robert 
Lund, Supervising Wildlife Biologist of NJ Div. Fish, Game and Wildlife. Each year of 
the reduction program, the average number of fetuses per doe remained a constant 1.77. 
(See next page, Summary of Sex/Age Class, Condition and Reproduction Data, 
Watchung Reservation, Union County) 
 
The Task Force has investigated the principal available methods of reducing the deer 
herd.  Millburn Township's options in using them are limited by the facts and by the law.  
The methods consist of contraception, sterilization, trapping and transfer, and the various 
lethal means that are taken up below. 
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A. NONLETHAL MEANS 
 

1. Reproductive control, including sterilization, contraception, and contragestation, has 
been proposed as a means to control overabundant deer populations. Reproductive 
control agents have been demonstrated on individual animals but an efficient, cost-
effective means of delivering large-scale population control of deer is not yet available. 
Difficulty arises in identifying a cost-effective means of treating individual animals. 
Surgical sterilization is highly effective, but extremely costly, requiring capture and 
handling of each individual animal. Effective contragestation drugs like prostaglandin are 
known, but require precise delivery within the gestational cycle of does to allow effective 
abortion of the fetus. Contraceptive drugs are currently classified as experimental by the 
FDA and not legal for widespread use in the U.S. Safety concerns about drug impacts on 
deer meat are also slowing advancement of these drugs. Contraceptive and 
contragestation drugs carry a per animal cost between $430 and $1000 per animal per 
treatment with a need to retreat individual animals annually (Peck and Stahl 1997, 
Schantz et al. 2001). 

Reproductive controls can be effective when used on a closed or nearly closed deer 
population, with little or no ingress. For example, reproductive control may be effective 
on captive herds or in small, self-contained urban parks generally lacking corridors 
connecting the park to other potential habitat and deer populations. However, when 
reproductive control methods are used on deer populations that are already creating 
overbrowsing problems, they will not be successful without a companion strategy to 
lower the current deer herd to levels compatible with local ecosystem health. Urban and 
suburban deer experience extremely low annual mortality rates, increased longevity and 
high birth rates. An effective reproduction control program would have to be paired with 
an initial population reduction in order to meet restoration objectives (Nielson et al. 
1997). 
 
Experimental programs at Freylinghuysen Arboretum and Geralda Farms in Morristown; 
also in Princeton have provided disappointing results; the vaccine has been only 80% 
effective in treated does; the vaccine does not demonstrate the length of utility in the field 
that has been achieved in trials. 
 
2. “Trap and transfer” is capture of the animal and its removal to a new site, such as a 
distant rural forest.  This procedure has ceased to be an available option because there is 
no entity willing and legally permitted to accept animals so transported. Again the stress 
of handling has been known to kill significant numbers of transported deer. 
 
 
B. LETHAL MEANS  
 
The lethal means of herd reduction consist of the use of sharpshooters, the organizing of 
controlled hunting, and for suburban residential areas, tranquilize and euthanize, and 
trapping and in situ euthanasia. In compliance with state guidelines, the meat of animals 
so taken is donated to food shelters when practical. 
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FORESTED SETTINGS 
 
Sharpshooters  are professional expert marksmen with credentials who take up positions 
in trees at baited sites and fire downward with rifles or shotguns to kill assembled deer.   
 
Controlled hunting is carried out by volunteers under guidelines somewhat different 
from normal hunting procedures that allow for both increased harvesting and heightened 
public safety. A special case is seasonal bow hunting, permitted on private lands with 
written approval from neighbors within the prescribed 450’ radius from an occupied 
building. Bow hunters should only shoot from an elevated tree stand for maximum safety 
and individuals must show training for hunting safety procedures.  
 
 
”POCKET DEER” require methods that do not involve the use of traditional firearms. 
 
“Dart and euthanize” the animal is immobilized by means of a dart that delivers a 
tranquilizer. After several minutes the tranquilizer takes effect and the deer drops. The 
animal is picked up and brought to another location and euthanized. This meat is not fit 
for human consumption and cannot be donated. The animals may be attracted with bait. 
This method may be employed in a large area, when the deer cannot wander away before 
the tranquilizer takes effect, and where other methods may not be employed. 
 
In "Trap & Euthanize ,” also known as "Net & Bolt", a suitably heavy net is spread over 
an area at a sufficient height, and the area is baited.  After deer have become accustomed 
to feeding there, a time is chosen at which the net is dropped on what animals are there, 
and these are quickly dispatched using a captive bolt gun. 
 
In congested areas, “trap & euthanize” is recommended as the safest, most humane way 
of killing the deer in manner consistent with state directives. This method has been 
approved by the American Veterinary Medical Association Panel on Euthanasia. State 
Biologist Sue Predl has observed the operation and confirms that once the net is dropped, 
all the animals thus trapped are dispatched within twenty seconds. 
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APPENDIX 3: HISTORY OF DEER MANAGEMENT IN MILLBURN 
 
From the minutes of the DMTF meeting of April 20, 2006.  
 
Ms Mary McNett was introduced as guest to inform the task force regarding past deer 
control efforts in Millburn & her history follows: 
 
In 1998, in response to resident complaints about deer on private property, Lyme disease 
which is spread by deer, deer/car accidents & other public safety concerns, 
Committeewoman Mary McNett volunteered to assemble a sub-committee to recommend 
a resolution to the overabundance of deer that was causing deer/human conflicts.  The 
sub-committee comprising M. McNett, Chair; the Police Chief, Animal Control Officer, 
Business Administrator, NJ Fish and Wildlife Biologist, and residents Ed Rummel, Ed 
Ryan & Steven Oxman studied Wildlife Biology, Community Needs, Public Relations & 
costs involved in controlling Millburn’s deer population.    
 
Deer had eaten the forest understory up to 6 feet above ground level.  The 6 feet browse 
line is clearly visible in South Mountain Reservation & elsewhere in wooded township 
land, both public and private.  Control of the deer is essential to preserve & regenerate 
wooded areas & to protect the plant & animal ecology.  20 deer per square mile of 
forested land is considered sustainable by wildlife biologists, but McNett stated that the 
Division of Wildlife biologist agreed there should be 0 deer in residential areas.   
 
She stressed the critical importance of a thorough public relations effort to educate the 
community & press concerning all the research and investigation undertaken by the 
Committee in order to generate vital support for control proposals & preclude litigious 
opposition. 
 
NON-LETHAL methods of control were thoroughly investigated and considered.  They 
were Contraception, Trap and Transfer, Strieter Lite reflectors at roadsides, Fencing, a 
Deer Paddock in South Mountain Reservation, High-Frequency Sound deterrents, and 
public education.   
 

• Contraception was rejected as a control method because it can only be 
successfully used in a captive or confined populations, and ours are free-ranging 
deer herds.     

• Fencing is quite expensive and requires constant maintenance, especially in a 
woodland setting.  Township ordinances prevent within its borders the type of 
fencing that would effectively keep deer out.    

• Deer kept in a paddock would fall under the jurisdiction of the USDA; such an 
installation is in fact a zoo and by law must be furnished with food, running 
water, electricity, a veterinarian, guards and other safeguards for the animals.   

• Sound Deterrents, whose effectiveness has not been established, just send the deer 
to neighboring properties or another area in town and do not solve the problem of 
excessive deer population 
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Millburn & Essex County approved the non- lethal Trap & Transfer of deer from Old 
Short Hills Park, the South Mountain Reservation and a trial program on 2 private 
properties, with NJ Division of Wildlife concurrence, since deer control requires state 
approval.  After two years, trap and transfer could no longer be utilized because other 
states would not accept deer from outside their borders, fearing Chronic Wasting Disease 
might be introduced into their herds.  Roadside Strieter reflectors were installed on 
portions of Parsonage Hill and Old Short Hills Road.  Evidence is tenuous whether or not 
they reduce accidents and the reflectors have no effect during daylight hours. The herd 
continued to increase at the usual rate of 30% annually. 
 
In addition, the sub-committee utilized the reverse side of the annual property tax bill and 
the Township newsletter to recommend cautious driving and to educate residents about 
deer resistant landscaping materials, repellant sprays and fencing. 
   
Both Millburn Township and Essex County contracted for annual “hot shot” counts using 
infrared cameras mounted in either helicopters or fixed-wing aircraft but these counts 
vary in accuracy.  There are also spotlighting drive-by counts called Distance Sampling 
conducted by Susan Predl, Principal Biologist for NJ Dep’t of Fish & Wildlife.  
 
LETHAL methods considered were bow hunting, sharpshooters and Net & Bolt.  
 
Millburn’s Deer Management Plan included a controlled hunt in the East Orange Water 
Reserve and Old Short Hills Park.  The Sharpshooters program conducted by Deer 
Management Systems eliminated many deer in the East Orange Water Reserve and in 
Old Short Hills Park in several culling sessions.  But many deer found private property to 
live on and continued to roam as well from the South Mountain Reservation, Oakey Tract 
& the East Orange Water Reserve.  One square mile is the usual roaming range of deer. 
 
The next lethal method considered was Net and Bolt, which is the most viable current 
method to eliminate deer from private property, where regulations prohibit the discharge 
of firearms (bow and arrow is considered a firearm).  The animals are attracted to a bait 
station under a suspended net.  When the net is dropped, the contractor quickly comes out 
and dispatches each animal with a bolt gun.  No projectile is released.   Anthony 
DeNicola of White Buffalo Co., who operates a Net & Bolt program, inspected township 
private properties & found workable areas.  Princeton has many deer living on private 
property & DeNicola has been operating a Net & Bolt program there successfully for 
several years.   
 
Township Committee approval came too late in 2006 for DeNicola to set up the operation 
here and no control measures have been utilized for this year.  There has also been a 
question of private versus public payment of DeNicola, & McNett stressed that the 
township should pay for it since the deer are a township-wide problem, and don’t reside 
on any one person’s property but roam throughout a neighborhood.  Nearby towns have 
not been willing to undertake a joint deer control effort. 
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APPENDIX 4: LIFE CYCLE OF THE DEER TICK 
 
Lyme disease is a "vector-borne" disease.  A vector-borne disease is a disease 
transmitted to humans by insects (typically mosquitoes,) or arachnids (typically ticks,) 
or by animals, which carry human disease-causing bacteria, viruses or 
parasites.  The vectors generally spread the disease by feeding on the blood of their 
animal and human "hosts".   Examples of vector-borne diseases are malaria (mosquito 
vector), plague (rat flea vector), Lyme disease (tick vector) and rabies (raccoon or 
dog vector). 
 
Borrelia burgdorferi, the "spirochete" (a form of bacterium) that causes Lyme disease, 
is transmitted by the black- legged (or deer) tick, Ixodes scapularis.  Like all tick 
species, deer ticks have a two-year life cycle, and require a blood meal from their 
host to progress to each successive stage in their life cycles.  Ticks can be classified 
on the basis of life cycle as one-, two-, or three-host ticks. Tick species found in the 
United States are generally one- or three-host ticks.  Three-host ticks feed, drop off, 
and reattach later to progressively larger hosts.  Deer ticks are three-host ticks. 
The life cycle of the deer tick comprises three growth stages: the larva, nymph and 
adult. In each stage, the tick infests a different host. 
 
  Larval stage - Tick eggs hatch into larvae in the spring. The host is a small mammal 
 or bird. Larvae cannot transmit Lyme disease to animal or human hosts. 
 
  Nymphal stage - although the nymphs' preferred hosts are small mammals (such as 
 white-footed mice, chipmunks and squirrels) and birds, humans and their pets are 
 suitable substitutes. Because nymphs are about the size of a poppy seed, they often 
 go unnoticed until fully engorged, and are therefore responsible for nearly all of 
 human Lyme disease cases. 
 
  Adult ticks actively seek new hosts throughout the fall, waiting up to 3 feet 
 above the ground on stalks of grass or leaf tips to latch onto white-tailed deer 
  (the preferred host) or other larger mammals (including humans, dogs, cats, horses, 
 and other domestic animals).  Adult ticks bear their eggs while on the winter host. 
  The eggs drop off the deer and turn to larvae the first spring and summer.  A single 
 white-tailed deer can host enough adult ticks and provide enough blood to produce 
 1.5 to 3 million eggs and larvae the following spring, 
 
 Few cases of Lyme disease are acquired from adult tick bites because they are 
  Relatively large (about the size of a seed, and attached ticks are usually 
 found and removed before spirochete transmission occurs (more than 36 hrs). 
 
Source material on tick and deer reduction studies: 
Connecticut Department of Public Health and Dr Kirby Stafford: Tick Management 
Handbook 2004: CT community based Lyme disease prevention projects. Funded by 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and by the Connecticut Agriculture 
Experiment Station. Available at www.caes.state.ct.us 
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Mayor Cooperhouse called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM.  Mayor Cooperhouse read the 
Presiding Officer’s Statement.  Present were Council Members Burden, DeNofa and Keegan and 
Menapace. Councilmen Dodge and Murphy were absent.  Also present was Borough 
Administrator Thomas Seaman and Borough Attorney Martin Barger. 
 
Salute to Flag 
Councilman Burden led the Salute to the Flag. 
 
The Mayor thanked everyone in attendance on behalf of the Council and announced that this was a 
special meeting of the Shrewsbury Borough Council specifically to discuss the current deer issue 
in the Borough and no other issues other than the deer issue.  Mayor Cooperhouse announced Lt. 
Ferraro would speak first followed by comments from some State officials and then the meeting 
will be opened up to the public for comment.  Mr. Cooperhouse stated that due to the number of 
people who would like to speak he would have to place a 5 minute limit on each speaker.  The 
Mayor stated that once everyone was given the opportunity to comment he would be willing to 
allow people to make additional comments in the interest of gathering information.  The Mayor 
stated that there has been no decision made by Council as it relates to allowing hunting in the 
Borough of Shrewsbury.  He noted that we have been in a fact finding mode for months and it has 
been discussed at two prior Council meetings with the public present.  The Mayor noted that there 
have been no other discussions amongst Council in closed session and that all discussion has taken 
place publicly.  Mayor Cooperhouse addressed the problem with the letter and surveys that were 
sent out via the US postal service in a bulk mailing.  He apologized to those residents who did not 
receive their mailing. 
 
The Mayor stressed that the discussions that were being conducted were a work in progress.  He 
acknowledged the excellent job done by Lt. Ferraro in researching this issue noting that he has 
been in contact with the State Fish and Wildlife Division on many occasions.  Mayor Cooperhouse 
stated that the hopes of the Mayor and Council to provide the public with a plan will not happen at 
this meeting as there are still ongoing discussions with the State regarding the rules and 
regulations. 
 
Presentation by Lt. Louis Ferraro 
Lt. Ferraro thanked the Mayor and proceeded to present the information covered in previous 
meetings for the benefit of all present using the accompaniment of slides.  
 
The following information is taken verbatim from the presentation given by Lt. Ferraro to the 
public. 
 
It is the mission of the police department to keep our community safe.  It is with pinpoint focus on 
this mission that we have gone through the process that brings us here tonight. I have been asked 
to review of the steps we have taken up to this point.  I have also asked representatives from the 
Division of Fish and Wildlife to be here tonight to provide some additional information. 
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In response to complaints from our residents, the Recreation Commission, the Board of Health, the 
Environmental Commission, the Shade Tree Commission the Department of Public Works and the 
Police Department an ad hoc committee was formed to evaluate the deer problem.  These 
complaints included damage to landscaping and property, deer feces on yards and on our parks, 
concerns about tick borne diseases such as lyme disease, safety issues related to an overpopulation 
of deer and the effects of over browsing on our natural areas and wildlife. 

 
Contact was made with the NJ Div of Fish and Wildlife and we were referred to a document titled 
“An Evaluation of Deer Management Options’ which was developed by the New England Chapter 
of The Wildlife Society and the Northeast Deer Technical Committee.  This committee consisted 
of wildlife biologists from the northeastern United States and Eastern Canada. 
 
In the beginning of this process there was one question that needed to be answered.  Do we have a 
problem with an overpopulation of deer?  When we consider overpopulation we discussed the 
Biological carrying capacity (the number of deer a given parcel can support in good physical 
condition over an extended period of time) and the cultural carrying capacity (the maximum 
number of deer that can co-exist compatibly with the local human population). Certainly the latter 
can be much lower.   Based on the types and number of complaints we focused our attention on the 
cultural carrying capacity.   To address whether we had exceeded this, we started by looking at the 
complaints and concerns received and the statistics maintained within the police department.   
 
Since June of 2006, to present, the Police Department responded to an average of 18 deer related 
motor vehicle accidents where an accident report was filed.  Another major concern is the 
increased danger to our first responders.  Our Police, Fire and First aid personnel are called upon 
to respond to emergency calls on a regular basis.  The inherent dangers of emergency response are 
clearly increased by an overpopulation of deer.  Shrewsbury has four major roads, all of which are 
used by our first responders along with many others to access area hospitals and medivac sites. 
 
Each dot represents a reported car v. deer accident since July 1, 2006 in the Borough.  As we know 
from the number of deer we remove from the roadway these statistics are low as many accidents 
go unreported.  Our traffic safety bureau is currently working with state and county highway 
departments to increase the deer warning signs. We will be updating our web site with this 
information to raise the public awareness in these areas. 
 
Our Police Department also responds to an average of 22 deer related calls per year.  Since this 
past Monday, we have had four. Calls range from capturing newly born fawns whose mothers have 
been killed in accidents, euthanizing critically injured deer, chasing or removing deer from the 
roadway and many others. 
 
When we include these our map looks like this.  Most of these dots represent a dead deer.  
 
Another area of concern was health related issues.  Though not the only disease carried by the 
ticks, Lyme disease is the most prevalent.  In a effort to gather some facts in this area we reviewed 
the Millburn Township Deer Management Task Force Report of August 2006.  In this report they 
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note several studies that identify the relationship between the white tailed deer and Lyme disease.  
According to the US Centers for Disease Control, the white tailed deer is instrumental in the 
spread of Lyme disease.  A single deer can host enough adult ticks to produce 1.5 to 3 million eggs 
and larvae the following spring.  The disease is transmitted through the bite of the nymphal stage 
of the deer tick, whose earliest host is a small animal such as a mouse, chipmunk, vole or shrew.  
White tailed deer pick up the adult ticks from these animals and become the chief carrier into our 
community.    We can see how instrumental deer are in the spread of Lyme disease when we look 
at Mohegan Island, a small 586 acre island off the coast of Maine.  After 13% of the residents had 
contracted Lyme disease the decision was made to rid the island of deer.  Since the deer were 
removed, Maine medical researchers have monitored human health and tick incidence on the 
Island.  After a lag of two to three years, the tick population has crashed and there have been no 
new human cases of Lyme disease on the island. 
  
Another study conducted in Mumford Cove Connecticut shows that incidence of Lyme disease 
mirrors the population of White Tailed deer.  In 1988, with 100 deer per square mile, there were 
nearly 30 new Lyme disease cases per 100 homes.  When the deer were reduced through hunting 
to 10 per square mile, new cases of Lyme disease fell to 3 per 100 homes 
 
When we combine these statistics with the number and type of complaints received by the 
Borough we concluded that we had exceeded the cultural carrying capacity of our community and 
we began to explore our options.  
 
We again reviewed the information provided by the Division of Fish and Wildlife. 
In addition to discussing the problems associated with an overpopulation of deer, this 28 page 
document outlines the options available to manage the deer herd for towns such as ours.  At 
council meetings on March 1, and April 9 of this year these options were discussed and our 
residents in attendance spoke out about their opinion on the issue. We looked at each with three 
things in mind, the safety of our community, the effectiveness of the program and the costs 
involved.   As we considered our options we found that most were either impractical, cost 
prohibitive, or had been deemed in effective, and we began to explore the idea of the use of 
regulated hunting.  Many towns in our area do not restrict bow hunting any further than what is 
allowed by Fish and Wildlife regulations.  
 
 
On pages 22 and 23 of the Evaluation of Deer Management Options it is noted that “wildlife 
management agencies recognize deer hunting as the most effective, practical and flexible method 
available for regional deer population management, and therefore rely on it as their primary 
management tool.” It goes on to state that “one-hundred years of research and management 
experience throughout the United States and Eastern Canada has shown regulated hunting to be an 
ecologically sound, socially beneficial, and fiscally responsible method of managing deer 
populations.” 
 
The Police Department was tasked with developing a program to reduce the number of deer, safely 
with the least effect on the community through the use of a regulated hunting.  We began by 
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revisiting the statistics, the complaints filed, and the input from our residents.  We reviewed the 
Borough Ordinances, met with the Police Committee, Borough Attorney, and contacted several 
other Municipalities who already use controlled access hunting as a means to reduce their deer 
complaints. The proposed plan was developed with one goal in mind. Reduce the number of deer 
related motor vehicle accidents, deer related incidents and complaints by our residents through the 
reduction of the deer herd in a safe, effective, fiscally responsible manner with the least impact on 
the community. While no program can address every concern raised, the proposed plan was 
developed in an effort to give our residents the ability to allow bow hunting on their property with 
some rules to address some of the concerns raised throughout this process.  It included an 
application process, a review and approval process, and a mandatory survey, which would allow us 
to review the results, evaluate the outcome.  
 
At this point the decision was made to seek input from a larger portion of our community.  A 
survey was developed and was mailed to the all of our residences and the information about the 
program was placed on the borough web site for review.   

 
Survey Results 

 1499 surveys sent            242  returned  16% 
 

1. Do you believe that the deer population should be controlled in the Borough of Shrewsbury 
through culling? 

 Yes 174   71.90%  No 59  24.38%  Blank 9  3.72% 
 

2.  Have you had the time to review all the information we have provided on the deer issue in 
our  borough? 

 Yes 212  95.93%  No 5 2.26%             Blank 4 1.81% 
 

3. Are you aware of the Borough of Shrewsbury Deer Management Program?                          
Yes 180  81.45%  No 33 14.93% Blank 8 3.62% 

  
4. In your neighborhood do you think there are: 

(1) Too many 154   69.68%    (2) About right 44   19.91% (3)   
     Not enough 8  3.62%         (3) No opinion 4     1.81%   5 blank  2.62% 

 
5. Have you noticed an increase in the deer population in your neighborhood? 

 Yes 150    67.87% No  66   29.86% No opinion 4 1.81% Blank  2.90% 
   

6. Do you believe the deer population in the Borough of Shrewsbury should be reduced? 
 Yes 160    72.39% No 431  9.46%  No opinion 8   3.62%   Blank 10 4.52% 
 

7. Have you or any member of your immediate family been involved in a 
car/bicycle/pedestrian accident with a deer in the Borough of Shrewsbury? 

     Yes 21  9.50%    No 196 88.69%   Blank 4 1.81%  
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8. Was that accident reported to the police? 
  Yes 11 4.98%     No 49   22.17% Blank 161  72.85% 
 

9. In the last 5 years, please estimate the amount of deer damage to the landscape vegetation 
in your yard. 

 Yes 145    65.61%         Total Damages $151,035.00 
 

10. Have you or anyone in your immediate family, or pet contracted Lyme disease within the 
last 5 years? 

 Yes 32   14.48%        No 183  82.81%  Blank 6   2.71% 

 
 
Several things have changed since we started this process; 
 
The Division of Fish and Wildlife has reduced the safety zone for bow hunting from 450ft to 150ft 
from an elevated position. 
 
The survey results were received and reviewed including the numerous additional comments. 
 
Holmdel Twp., who conducted and controlled access hunt last year on Borough property, 
announced recently that their program was unsuccessful and they are again exploring other 
options.  
 
With these changes in mind, we wanted to revisit our plan to make every effort to have a 
successful program. We want to get it right.   On October 20, 2010, I met with representatives 
from the NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife.  We reviewed the map of our town to identify the  
most likely areas for a cull hunt.  Though not the only area, the area along our southern border 
near Parker’s Creek seemed the most promising. The major portion of which is owned by the 
the Borough.  We then focused on the rules, as many programs fail because they’re overly 
restrictive.  As we reviewed the proposed set of rules, our discussion centered on the fact that 
many of our proposed rules were overly restrictive and could not be enforced on a town wide 
basis on private property, but some could be used on a cull hunt on Borough owned land. 

 
So where does that leave us tonight?  Our goal remains clear.  Reduce the number of deer related 
motor vehicle accidents, deer related incidents and complaints by our residents through the 
reduction of the deer herd in a safe, effective, fiscally responsible manner with the least impact on 
the community. 
 
I would like to be able to say we have reached the end of our journey and can make a final 
recommendation tonight, but we are not there yet.  The police department recommends that we 
take opportunity to hear the input of those present this evening, contact Holmdel to discuss their 
program, and continue to work with the Division of Fish and Wildlife to develop our plan to 
achieve our goal.  Thank you. 
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This is the conclusion of Lt. Ferraro’s presentation. 
 
 
 The Mayor stated that at this time he wanted to have representatives from the State Division of 
Fish and Game address the public.  Lt. Ferraro introduced Cindy Kuenstner from the Office of 
Information and Education who is a Senior Wildlife Biologist with the Division of Fish and 
Wildlife.   The Mayor thanked her for coming. 
 
Statement by Ms. Cindy Kuenstner 
Ms. Cindy Kuenstner introduced herself as a biologist with the Office of Information and 
Education with New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife.  She stated her appreciation to be able to 
speak to the Mayor and Council on this issue. Ms. Kuenstner complemented Shrewsbury Borough 
on exploring all options that would be reasonable for the Borough and its residents.   She stated 
that the problem is that the whitetail deer in this area and other areas have exceeded the cultural 
carrying capacity.  She noted this as it relates to the level of tolerance that the residents who share 
the area can endure.  She listed all the different problems that have been encountered and stated 
she understands that the Borough is looking for some kind of relief from these issues. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated her agency and the Borough have the same goals in mind and that is to 
reduce the deer population utilizing the most effective and efficient means and in a safe manner. 
She explained the different management zones of the State and what the goals were for those 
zones.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner provided background information as to why hunting is considered a safe sport. 
She explained the different educational and testing procedures used to regulate all the different 
facets of hunting.  She stated that it is important to know that since hunting statistics have been 
recorded in New Jersey there has never been a non-hunter injured by a bow hunter.  She stated this 
is significant of a truly impressive safety record.  Ms. Kuenstner stated that in 2009 statewide there 
was a total of 7 hunting accidents involving legal hunters and in those 7 no bow hunters were 
involved. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner reported on the different municipalities in New Jersey that are currently exploring 
their options with her department to address the overpopulation problem.  She noted that this past 
summer the New Jersey legislature passed what is referred to as the “bow hunter perimeterville”. 
This is the reduction to the safety zone of 150 feet and this was signed into law by Governor 
Christie.  It adjusted the distance a hunter must be between a structure (building) and the 
determined safety zone unless the hunter has permission from the specific land owner.  
 
Ms. Kuenstner reviewed the information related to the safety zone and the current laws in New 
Jersey.  She stated that her agency was willing to provide information to the Borough residents 
who may not be familiar with hunting.   Ms. Kuenstner stated that they would be willing to work 
with the administration to address concerns and help craft a program that will succeed in the 
Borough. 
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The Mayor addressed his concern with understanding the 450 to 150 foot guidelines.  He 
questioned how that was safe.  Ms. Kuenstner responded with an explanation that it was a buffer 
and not ballistically significant.  She noted that the reduction affords the exact effect that you want 
which is to get people in close to remove deer.  She noted that bow hunters almost all the time hunt 
from elevated tree stands somewhere between 12 and 20 feet off the ground so they are shooting 
down to the ground.        
 
Open Meeting to the Public 
A motion was made by Councilman DeNofa, seconded by Councilman Menapace to open the 
meeting to the public specifically to comment on the deer issue with a 5 minute time limit to 
speak. 
 
Ms. Carol Clark, 203 Garden Road, Shrewsbury  stated that she had been at all the meetings where 
the deer issue was discussed and she voiced a number of her concerns and they continue. 
Ms. Clark asked about the status of comparing the characteristics of Shrewsbury with a town that 
is similar in size and density as a comparison in contrast to areas such as Holmdel, Colts Neck and 
Bedminster which have a lot more open property.  
 
Ms. Clark stated that children were her concern as well when you are talking about putting deer 
stands on public property.  She asked that if the Borough intends to put up deer stands would they 
also put up signs that advise that hunting was in progress as she felt this was a huge liability.  
 
Ms. Clark questioned what kind of effect we would have on the deer population within our own 
confines.  Ms. Clark also stated that she has never seen a deer crossing or deer warning sign in the 
Borough in all the time she has lived here.  Ms. Clark stated that there are particular plantings that 
residents can do to discourage the deer from coming onto their property including fences. She 
stated that she felt it would be prudent to take some measures first before the Borough decides to 
cull the deer.  Ms. Clark stated she was concerned about the 150 foot safety zone issue.  She stated 
that she felt if we come together as a town we could impact some of the issues if we are on the 
same page before we ever get to a point of needing to cull the deer. 
 
The Mayor asked about the issue of hunting on Borough property.  The Mayor stated that he felt 
he had heard that we are prohibited from hunting on green acres property.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that Green Acres takes no position about hunting either way.  She stated that 
they recognize wildlife management techniques and the only restrictions would be that if the open 
space was purchased with Green Acres money there needs to be a level of open access to that.   
 
The Mayor asked if a municipality has the right to prohibit hunting on Borough owned property. 
Ms. Kuenstner responded yes just like a private land owner who would have the right to say the 
very same thing.   
 
The Mayor responded to Ms. Clark and stated that they would be continuing dialog as it relates to  
other municipalities that are similar in demographics to Shrewsbury. 
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Lt. Ferraro responded that in relation to that area of questioning that Red Bank, Little Silver and 
Eatontown do not restrict bow hunting other than the rules set by Fish and Game restrictions and 
Tinton Falls restricts only north of Tinton Avenue.  He noted that these surrounding towns are very 
similar to Shrewsbury in many ways.  
 
The Mayor questioned the process to hunt, if desired.  Lt Ferraro stated that you would find a land 
owner that gives you permission to hunt on their property and if you are following Fish and 
Wildlife rules within the law you can hunt the property.  
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that it is easy to keep someone off your property by posting “No 
Trespassing” signs and fulfilling certain requirements there. 
 
J. Randolph Walton, Western Drive, Howell, stated that he travels through Shrewsbury frequently 
and that fortunately he hasn’t had any accidents with the deer but stated he sees them and has had a 
couple of close calls.  He stated that he has never hunted any animal but that he was respectful of 
the people that were willing to go to that effort and perform the hunting.   He stated that he would 
like to see the deer population reduced as it seems to be getting higher everywhere in the state.   
Mr. Walton stated that he feels that the deer population is attracting predators as he is hearing more 
and more about coyotes and animals like that.  He pointed out a couple of problems in the handout 
provided to the public in relation to the deer survey’s numbers when converting the numbers to 
percentages on the excel spreadsheet. The Mayor thanked Mr. Walton for bringing the typos to the 
Council’s attention. 
 
Hans Zweerink, 42 Beechwood Drive, Shrewsbury questioned how many deer are in the area and 
how many deer do we need to reduce the numbers on in order to have the adequate number of deer 
the land can sustain? 
 
Lt. Ferraro responded that it was a question that we have dealt with all along and he thanked him 
for bringing it up.  He stated that based on statistics and the information and considering cultural 
carrying capacity it simply is a fact that we have too many.  He continued the answer to how many 
we need to cull would be the number that it takes to reduce all the problems being experienced.  
He stated statistics show we have a problem and all the information we receive show we have a 
problem but to give a number would be an educated guess, and estimate. 
 
Mr. Zweerink stated that he felt it was important to have an idea of that number even though it 
doesn’t have to be exact because he wondered when you start and when is it enough that you stop.            
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded that in a given year any doe may produce two offspring as twins are 
common and sometimes more.  She continued that for every doe that you remove from the 
population that would be three that will not be there next spring, the doe and the two fawns.  She 
pointed out that this is significant and she stated that what you look for is a reduction in deer auto 
collisions, reduction of some of the issues people have been dealing with on their properties.  Ms. 
Kuenstner stated that it ends up being more of a parameter as she is not aware of the actual 
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population here and she didn’t feel that paying for a aerial overhead study known as “Clear 
Forward Looking Infrared Study’s” of the Borough would make any sense to the municipal 
budget.  She pointed out that what the Borough needs to concentrate on is that whatever program 
we choose that we should concentrate on having enough hunters to be successful early on. She 
proceeded with examples of having too few hunters and how that would limit the program’s 
success. 
 
Councilman Menapace asked if Holmdel did a fly over with a County helicopter in winter when 
there was snow on the ground to access the population.   Ms. Kuenstner responded she was not 
sure but could try to find out for him. She did follow up with that she is aware that the reason they 
feel it failed and stopped the program was due to limited hunter access in a large area with limited 
number of hunters.  The Mayor discussed the fact that Holmdel only used one parcel of land for 
the hunt and in the interest of comparing apples to apples some of this information needs to be 
made clear.  The Mayor discussed how things could have been adjusted for a successful hunt 
before declaring it unsuccessful.  Lt. Ferraro stated that he needed to collect all the information 
from Holmdel so we can learn from the issues that led to the lack of success of the hunt and report 
that back. 
 
Ms. Andrea Goldman, 44 Brady Road, Shrewsbury questioned what exactly was involved in a deer 
hunt and what the process involved. 
 
Lt. Ferraro explained that theoretically in a deer hunt the resident gives permission to the hunter 
who has scouted the area and asks to hunt on their property.  Lt. Ferraro answered questions from 
the resident as to how the process works.  
 
The Mayor reviewed the original plan Shrewsbury had considered initially and that at the last 
minute the State came back and stated it could not be carried out as planned.  He explained how 
this has put the whole process in a dilemma for now and how this has forced the Borough to revisit 
the proposed plan. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that even in some areas some Boroughs and Townships that have much more 
land they still can have issues because the deer end up going into these areas and it winds up being 
like a refuge for them. She reviewed for the public how this has been carried out for decades and 
going on around them but they have not been aware because of how discreetly it is carried out. 
 
Greg Szulecki, Conservation Officer with New Jersey Fish and Wildlife and resident officer in 
Monmouth County for eleven years addressed the hunt that took place in Holmdel Township that 
was held on the Bayonet Farm which is not that large and is surrounded by the Lucent property 
which is pretty big and a section borders Monmouth County Parks.  He explained that when you 
don’t have enough hunters or access it is just not going to work.  Mr. Szulecki stated because it 
wasn’t showing success they ended the hunt in Holmdel. 
 
Councilman Keegan questioned where the 150 foot safety zone was applied.  He questioned was it 
from yard to yard or property to property?  Mr. Keegan asked if one neighbor says “yes” and the 
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other says “no” would you not be able to hunt in either of their yards if they fall within that 
designated zone.  
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded yes. The restrictions of that safety zone could require one or two knocks 
on doors or maybe six knocks on doors and she noted that this protection should give the Council 
and residents confidence in the processed used.  She reiterated that it is 150 feet from a building 
where an activity make take place not a property line but a structure itself.  She explained that the 
safety zone moves with the development that exists or is constructed.   Ms. Kuenstner reviewed 
some of what the new law covers in relation to the hunting process and that the burden is on the 
hunter. 
 
The Mayor asked Mr. Szulecki if he was familiar with Shrewsbury and he responded yes he was. 
The Mayor asked given, Mr. Szulecki’s capacity, if he was concerned even a little bit if 
Shrewsbury allowed hunting based on the State’s statutes as they currently are.  He asked would 
he have any concerns. 
 
Mr. Szulecki responded that as long as the hunters abide by the current regulations, no.  He 
explained his response and supported it with data regarding the original 450 foot zone effecting 
firearms and bow hunting back in the early 1990’s which overtime led to a lot of the problems that 
we have today with the overpopulation which he felt at some point could have been reduced.  
 
The Mayor stated for the public that Shrewsbury is not considering guns in the hunting process at 
all and that it would be restricted to bow.  
 
Attorney Barger questioned considering the way Shrewsbury is developed how many areas would 
actually lend themselves as possibilities?  Lt. Ferraro responded along Parker’s Creek and in back 
of Strauss Drive there is quite a bit of area back there.  He pointed out that the Borough properties 
further west toward the area of Strauss into Williamsburg and towards Blades Run where the 
Borough track runs through there but he pointed out the home owners there have enough room in 
their property if they gave permission. 
 
The Mayor asked about the deer that are out on the property every night if they ever make their 
way over to Parker’s Creek or do they just live back here on the property. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded that the average home range of the white tailed deer is one square mile.  
She continued that it doesn’t mean that they travel that far all the time but if they have adequate 
food supply and cover.  But if they need to move to a food supply someplace else then they will 
move.  She explained in more rural areas they would move less because they don’t need to but 
here they move more because they must to survive. Ms. Kuenstner explained how “baiting” is 
legal and provides additional safety to the process. 
 
The Mayor asked to break the area down in quadrants for an easier understanding of how this 
would work.  He asked about the western part of the Borough, west of the highway if it would be 
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difficult to hunt there?  Lt. Ferraro responded yes although there are patches of woods in places 
that with permission are possibilities for hunting which would provide a beneficial effect.  
Lt. Ferraro continued that there are pockets of possibilities in all four quadrants of the Borough but 
that the largest trap we have is here right next to the Police headquarters and the area of Parker’s 
Creek.  
 
The Mayor asked if the northeast part of the Borough was suitable for hunting.  Lt. Ferraro 
responded that there is an area in back of Shady Lane that is similar to the area of Obre and 
Samara which could be utilized for hunting.  He noted that it could be done safely in these areas. 
 
Pat Kurdyla, 451 Sycamore Avenue, Shrewsbury questioned the Conservation Officer if 
consideration had been given to using Progesterone on the deer for birth control. 
 
Mr. Szulecki responded he wouldn’t respond to the biological part of her question but he is aware 
that this option hasn’t worked out well.  Ms. Kuenstner responded that in general there were 
several considerations when using contraception with deer.  She explained that it was cost 
prohibitive and not approved by the FDA for free ranging deer. Additionally she noted that it is not 
considered cost effective. 
 
Councilman Menapace questioned west of the highway the only piece of public land is where the 
municipal complex sits.  Lt. Ferraro stated that if Borough land is considered they would be 
looking at specific areas of Borough land such as along Parker’s Creek.  He stated that if you look 
at the area and the way the land travels and where these deer are moving it also takes them back 
and forth right to the area of the library and also comes out on the eastern end towards Sycamore 
Avenue and Paddington where there is a lot of deer movement.  He noted that this was what they 
would be looking at targeting specific areas. 
 
Magdalena Aders, 6 Sickles Place, Shrewsbury expressed concern because her property is directly 
adjacent to the woods which come out at the back of Sycamore Avenue and she was concerned 
that this might be a target zone for hunters.  She stated her concern about her neighborhood with 
all the children, domestic animals and pedestrian traffic. Ms. Aders stated that she believed that 
hunting on that property would directly impact her property, and that of her neighbors, and she 
stated her concern about the safety issue.  She mentioned the group home for adults with 
disabilities and registered her concern on that property as well. 
 
The Mayor responded that according to where the hunt is limited to it might not even affect 
Sickles Place if it is limited to public property.  He stated if it was not limited to only public 
property than that hunter would have to obtain permission from every resident that is in 150 feet 
from the structure and they can’t shoot into the safety zones and would be shooting from tree 
stands. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner restated that she understood the concerns of the residents but that never has there 
been a non-hunter involved in a hunting accident.  Ms. Aders questioned whether that fact was also 
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related to all domestic animals to which Ms. Kuenstner responded she was sorry she didn’t have 
reports of that and so she really wouldn’t know.  
 
Chris Allora,70 Willow Court, Shrewsbury addressed the concern of children and animals and 
asked everyone would consider the following information.   He stated that a tree stand is about 10 
to 15 feet in the air and the hunter is shooting down in a range of 15 to 20 yard radius around the 
tree.  He noted that it would be very difficult for someone to mistake a dog, cat or child for a deer. 
 
Mr. Allora continued that the hunter would be using a bow and arrow which is very difficult to 
pull back, aim and release contrary to a weapon that can inadvertently go off.  He continued that 
73% of the people surveyed stated that they did feel that the Borough needs to curtail the deer 
population and he pointed out that every doe is going to have two deer a year from now going 
forward and he pointed out that if nothing is done this problem will only get worse and so we 
should make a decision soon. 
 
Mr. Allora stated that Little Silver does have a hunting policy and he stated that he felt Shrewsbury 
was very similar to Little Silver and there have not been any hunting accidents.  He noted that all 
the issues such as demographics, geographically, similar dimensions, private property issues, 
public land issues and it has always occurred there and there haven’t been any issues. 
 
Councilmen Keegan asked Lt. Ferraro is any of the deer related motor vehicle accidents resulted in 
fatality?  Lt. Ferraro stated that thankfully there have been no deaths as a result of these accidents 
but there have been injuries.    
   
 Mayor Cooperhouse requested that Lt. Ferraro inform the public when hunting season occurs.   
 
Lt. Ferraro explained that fall bow season runs from September to Halloween, extended bow 
season is from Halloween to the first of the year, and that winter bow season runs from the first of 
the year to mid-February.  He stated that the hunting equipment does not change with these 
seasons and the same type of bow is used for all of them.   
 
Marjorie Clark, 213 Garden Road, Shrewsbury, stated that she did not want to get involved on 
whether the hunt is good or bad.  She pointed out that she is not a hunter but has known people 
who were and has read articles about hunting involving both bow and arrow, and gun.  She 
understands that the hunters would be in a stand and shooting down but is concerned that even if 
the dear is hit that it will not kill the animal.  She noted that she has heard of many instances that 
the deer was shot by either the bow or a shotgun and took off and is worried about where they run 
to.   She stated she is concerned who would see the deer and believes that the sight of the impaled 
animal would be devastating to both adults and children and is concerned with the small area they 
would be working in.  She wants to know how many stands and hunters there will be around the 
town.   
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Ms. Clark stated that in her neighborhood she has seen deer walking down the street but never in 
her backyard due to the fact is fenced in.  She also stated that she does not plant things the deer 
like to eat unlike some of her neighbors.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that he had the same concerns about the deer running after being hit.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated the bow is very effective and kills by hemorrhage and is a relatively quick 
and clean way to harvest.  She noted that the deer could run a bit and cross property lines causing 
the hunter to seek permission from the land owner to retrieve that deer.  Ms. Kuenstner addressed 
Ms. Clerk’s concern stating she guarantees that people will see more dead deer on the side of the 
road by not having hunting then they will ever see in someone’s backyards or the woods.  She 
stated that it is in the municipalities’ best interest for landowners even if they don’t allow the hunt 
on their property to allow a hunter to retrieve a deer that was shot legally elsewhere.  Ms. 
Kuenstner stated that this would help insure the success of the program and reduce the concerns 
that were voiced.  
 
Lt. Ferraro explained that he has had deer drop right in front of him and had others run a little 
more than 20 yards but is impossible to give a definite answer because each deer is different.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner pointed out that a deer can run away from a deer auto accident and expires 
elsewhere and might never be reported to the police and she pointed out that hunting may reduce 
some of these concerns.  Lt. Ferraro remarked that such an incident occurred on Elm Lane and the 
deer had to be euthanized after getting hit by a car and wandering into a resident’s backyard and 
that no police report was filed.    
 
Councilman Menapace noted that part of the survey mailed to the residents asked about the 
percentage of occurrences of deer auto accidents that were never reported to the police. Lt. Ferraro 
responded that about half of them weren’t reported and that of the residents that responded to the 
survey and reported having a deer related accident, only half reported that to the police.   
 
Mr. Menapace inquired what the standard operating procedure for the Police Department is when 
they have a deer related accident. Lt. Ferraro responded that if the officer felt that the animal was 
injured and will not survive it is moved to a safe location to be euthanized, a report is filed, and the 
deer is removed.  Mr. Menapace confirmed in these instances an officer has to discharge his 
firearm to euthanize the deer.  Lt. Ferraro confirmed this.  
 
Ms. Clark expressed her concern in reference to a deer with an arrow in it running wild and the 
possibilities of where it could go.  She stated that the Borough is blessed in the way it is located in 
proximity to Red Bank and other areas that surround it.  Ms. Clark stated that the deer will seek 
food and water within the Borough and she stated her concern that this activity of culling would be 
a yearly occurrence.  
 
Kathleen Ward, 37 Buttonwood Drive, Shrewsbury wanted to clarify that 71% of residents who 
responded to the survey believed the Borough should control the deer population.  Mayor 
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Cooperhouse confirmed the statement.  Ms. Ward questioned if the Mayor and Council took into 
consideration the other 1200 residents that did not respond and she included herself in that 
population and yet she stated she feels strongly about it.  She stated that she did not respond 
because it is not for her to decide if the Borough had a large deer population but rather the Council 
would have more information on that because they have done the research.   Ms. Ward registered 
concern that the survey did not ask the residents about the manner in which they preferred the deer 
would be controlled and she continued that she understands the only method being considered is 
bow and arrow hunting.  She stated that she believes this to be inhumane.  Ms. Ward questioned if 
the survey was thorough enough.   
 
Councilmen Keegan commented that the Council was taking into consideration the cost factor.   
 
Ms. Ward stated that she heard that Holmdel was looking into grants to defray the cost.   
 
Lt. Ferraro commented that the article he read stated Holmdel was looking into reflector systems 
for the roadway and not necessarily managing the herd. 
 
Mayor Cooperhouse informed Ms. Ward that the Borough had looked at several different surveys 
from different towns and took the questions that we felt were best suited to our Borough.  The 
Mayor, Mr. Seaman, and Lt. Ferraro agreed that they did not see on any of the surveys a question 
asking the residents which method of culling they preferred.   
 
Lt. Ferraro pointed out that the residents were informed of the plan being considered and where to 
find that information on the website for their review.  
 
Ms. Ward asked if it caused alarm that 1,200 people never responded at all. 
 
Mayor Cooperhouse commented that he was not surprised by number of surveys not returned and 
noted that he was expecting a bigger turn out for this meeting but that at this point nothing 
surprises him.   
 
Louise Usechak, 20 Corn Lane, Shrewsbury stated that when her family moved here in 1986 there 
were never deer on their property, you never saw them and they remained in the woods, now it is 
not unusual to have 15 walking across your yard or the neighbor’s yard.  She pointed out while 
planting a rose bush this past weekend, she noticed that there were deer droppings within two feet 
of the foundation wall.  She noted that not even dogs come that close to defecate in her yard.  Ms. 
Usechak expressed her concern over allowing her grandchildren anywhere on her property because 
the deer droppings are everywhere. 
 
Ms. Usechak stated that they have put up and 8 foot fence around their vegetable garden which 
still does not keep the deer out of it and is a hassle to put up and take down each year.  She 
continued stating that the deer eat all the foundation plants, everything, including the ‘deer 
resistant’ plants that the deer are not supposed to like.  Ms. Usechak stated that what has happened 
now is that the property looks far more degraded from the landscaping point of view then it did 
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when they moved in back in 1986.   She relayed her frustration with trying to replace the 
vegetation which the deer continue to consume whether it is so called “deer resistant” or not.  Ms. 
Usechak stated that she learned that Little Silver and Rumson also have an issue but they do not 
talk about it as much.  She remarked that while working with New Jersey Conservation Foundation 
in 1996 deer was the number one environmental problem in New Jersey and that the maximum 
amount of deer you can have and still maintain biodiversity that is healthy is 10 deer within a 
square mile, which she noted Shrewsbury is beyond.  Ms. Usechak stated while working on a grant 
project for the Manasquan River watershed for a number of years that she learned all about birth 
control methods and how they do not work because deer are always moving around.  Ms. Usechak 
also commented that another problem is the effect the deer overpopulation has on the native 
vegetation and shrubs which cannot survive the deer browsing and eating all the available 
vegetation. 
 
Michael Paduano, 60 Willow Court, Shrewbury stated that he has heard a lot of people against this 
for safety reasons but he noted they do not live in the area of town by Strauss Drive where we are 
crushed with deer.  He states that the deer resistant plants and his lawn is destroyed and something 
has to be done.  Mr. Paduano explained that since he has lived in Shrewsbury, he has had a deer 
stuck in a fenced backyard and the police have had to come at 7 in the morning to shoot it.   Mr. 
Paduano related different experiences he has had to deal with that involved having a dead deer in 
his neighbor’s yard that stunk up the entire neighborhood as well as his neighbor losing an entire 
tree which was destroyed by deer antlers.  Mr. Paduano stated how a neighbor’s child spent the 
better part of a year in the hospital being misdiagnosed with what ended up being Lyme’s disease.  
He stated that the child lost his intestines due to the disease.  He stated that he does not want to see 
the deer killed but feels the problem has to be addressed due to all the problems that have occurred 
with Lyme’s disease being one of the worst scenarios resulting from the overpopulation. 
 
In response to the safety concern Mr. Paduano relayed the story of his family friend who had just 
bought a corvette and he took his wife out for a ride and ended up swerving to miss a deer, crashed 
his car, and killed his wife in the accident.   
 
Michelle Prestininzi, 73 Strauss Drive, Shrewsbury stated that she agreed there are a tremendous 
amount of deer with at least a dozen a day per lawn and they are everywhere however, she relayed 
being nervous about the program.  She stated that she understood the social intolerance but felt the 
public should have an idea of the number of deer there are approximately in the Borough and how 
we would control the population.  She questioned how many deer the Borough intends to 
eliminate. She stated that the number is important so that the Borough can maintain a certain 
number in determining the necessary number to eliminate so that we can sustain our population 
and maintain a certain number.  Ms. Prestininzi said that she was not comfortable with the 4-5 
month time range and would like to have a specific time range and believes that a week would 
solve our problem.  She continued expressing her desire to have specific times during the day the 
hunt would occur so she could have her children play inside at that time.  Additionally Ms. 
Prestininzi was interested to know the plan for how they would remove the deer so that she can 
have her children inside and removed from that part.  She questioned additionally what would 
happen to the deer meat and could the meat serve an additional benefit by being provided to the 
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needy as food.  Ms. Prestininzi expressed her concern that the specifics are shared once they are 
available so that people can be informed on the process.  
 
Lt. Ferraro responded to Ms. Prestininzi’s comment stating that he was unsure if they could get 
that specific at this point as we do not have all that information available yet but that information 
would be shared when it was available. 
    
Mayor Cooperhouse questioned if the Borough abides by the State regulations does the Borough 
have the authority to set dates and times that hunting would be allowed.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner answered stating that on municipal owned land the Borough could set certain times 
for the hunting but she noted that you want to be careful that you are not so restrictive that the 
program fails and she gave specific reasons for that. She also stated that you can not restrict 
hunting on private property because it is not with in the Borough’s jurisdiction.  Ms. Kuenstner 
continued explaining that this is because the State laws are researched and in place so there can be 
uniformity of the law so that hunters can comply statewide and it doesn’t vary among 
municipalities.  She provided more background on the reasons for this.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse inquired if the hunters would be required to register with the Borough or if by 
because they had a State license this requirement could not be enforced. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that these are licensed hunters who have completed a course and have 
permission to hunt within the law on private land and you can’t regulate that but the homeowner 
can.  She shared that some municipalities when their goal is to reduce the herd they have a limited 
number of hunters on township owned property and these towns have put money into being able to 
butcher deer so that “Hunters Helping the Hungry Program” can receive the butchered deer for the 
food bank. Boroughs that allow hunting on municipal land can ask for donations or charge a fee to 
hunt and that money can be used towards paying for programs such as  “Hunters Helping the 
Hungry Program”.  
 
Councilmen Menapace asked it was accurate that it cost $65.00 to have a deer butchered.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that it does vary but for their program hunters that are going to use the meat 
have to donate $10.00 a deer to the program or a fee charged to contribute to the municipal 
program.   
 
Karl DeWyngaert, Little Silver stated that he and other hunters he knows do donate to the food 
bank and he donates $50.00 of his own money to pay to have the deer butchered for the food bank.  
He addressed the issue of hunter’s being seen and he shared that he hunts in Rumson, Middletown, 
and Little Silver and he explained how he concentrates on trying to be as invisible as possible 
when hunting.  Mr. DeWyngaert stated that he informs the neighbors where he will be hunting but 
they still may never see him and he will purposely drag a dead deer 500 yards out of his way 
through the woods so people will not be offended by the sight.   He explained how he will go 
above and beyond to try not to offend the feelings of people.  
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Mayor Cooperhouse questioned how many hunters go out of their way like that for others. 
 
Mr. DeWyngaert stated that out of the group of eight hunters he hunts with all do.  He explained 
the technique he and the other hunters use in tracking deer.  He stated that they do not jump down 
from their tree stands right after the deer is shot which could encourage the deer to run but rather 
give the deer an hour or so to expire before he harvests the deer and then he takes it out of the 
woods quietly.   He stated that where he hunts no one even knows you are there. Mr. DeWyngaert 
commented that the woods are vast for bow hunting and he explained the difference with bow 
hunting and hunting with a gun.  He stated that you are only shooting 20 yards down to a clear 
target and that no one even knows that a hunter was there.    He also pointed out that he has never 
heard of a domestic animal being shot by mistake with a bow.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner clarified that firearm hunting is also a safe sport and appreciated Mr. DeWyngaert’s 
recognition of responsible hunters being discreet and something that the municipality could 
encourage for example, having the hunters place a tarp over the deer before it is removed to make 
sure that the residents are not offended.    
 
Shelley Canonico, 201 Beechwood Drive, Shrewsbury stated that she has been before the Council 
before on this matter and would like to speak again against the culling of the deer.  She 
commented on a statement that was made earlier suggesting that residents would see more dead 
deer on the road then seeing them die which are two different things.  Ms. Canonico agreed that 
the Borough should have a quantifiable number of how many deer is too many and this question 
deserves more research.  She also would like to know more about by the hunt in Holmdel that 
failed which she heard was in part due to the limited space the hunt was allowed on which would 
be similar to the small area in Shrewsbury.  Ms. Canonico pointed out that if deer travel a mile 
then what will keep more deer from migrating from other towns such as Red Bank.  She stated that 
she does not think a hunt is a good idea in our densely populated area and sends a cruel message to 
our community and our children.  She commented that it doesn’t sound like sport to her but sounds 
more like just killing. 
 
Councilmen Keegan stated that as a resident that he understands the inhumane argument but other 
then the darts with tranquilizers he has not heard one viable option other then the hunt.  He stated 
that one accident per year is one to many and doesn’t want people injured running into deer or a 
deer coming through a kitchen window which he stated he read an article about a similar incident 
happening at a doctor’s office.  Councilmen Keegan expressed that he would like people to come 
up with other ideas keeping in mind the budget constraints, all he is hearing is people stating that 
they are against the hunt but not providing alternatives.  He stated that there is obviously a problem 
and you can’t put a number on it, the problem exists because of the issues that are ongoing, the 
accidents, the Lyme’s disease, that’s what creates the problem, not the number of deer.  He asked 
the public for ideas on alternatives.    
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that there are options in the document but the problem is they are costly 
and most communities have gotten away from everything but the culling of the deer because of the 
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economics of it.  He addressed the issue of bringing in the service of the overhead photo.  He 
inquired if there was funding or grants from the State to help with the cost of hiring someone to 
come in and do an overhead photo.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded that she was not aware of any program but that the State was not the 
agency that conducts the studies.   She stated that Wachung Reservation had hired that sort of 
study and she noted that her agency has conducted studies on the ground with infared equipment 
but does not go out to municipality to do this especially since what you have is a known problem 
with a free solution.   
 
Michael Bell, 43 Trafalgar Place, Shrewsbury questioned that if the Borough didn’t cull the deer 
through a hunt what would the State recommend the Borough do? 
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded that for a municipality with more land and a restricted discharge 
ordinance they would recommend opening it up to regulated hunting.   She also touched on having 
a community based deer managed program where you allow an organization such as White 
Buffalo come in and cull deer and hunting outside the normal parameters of hunting season. 
 
She explained to have that sort of permit issued by their agency you first have to explore and 
employ regulated hunting and if that doesn’t succeed then you may be able to have a community 
based deer management permit issued that allows you to less restrictions to allow you to increase 
the harvest.   Ms. Kuenstner noted that you would not receive a permit from the Fish and Game 
Council if you hadn’t first utilized to the best of your abilities regulated hunting with no 
effectiveness.        
 
Mr. Bell stated that not everyone may agree that we have a deer problem but what ever town you 
live in within the Two River community area most people would agree there is a deer problem; if 
you read the paper we have a deer problem.  Mr. Bell commented to what degree we have a deer 
problem depends on your position.  He pointed out that in Shrewsbury we have a segregated deer 
problem, although we have deer all over town.  Mr. Bell continued that predominately the deer are  
in the south to south east section of town including Borough Hall and Parker’s Creek.  He stated 
that he was surprised that people talk about twelve plus deer in their yard.  He stated that two 
nights ago he had thirty-eight deer between his yard and his two neighbor’s yards while people, 
including his wife were outside feeding them corn.  He noted that the deer are no longer afraid of 
people.  Mr. Bell explained that an applicant for the Planning Board last year had a conservative 
estimate of two hundred deer in the Shrewsbury area.  He asked Attorney Barger to remember 
back to 1993 when they were going through the zoning process for Thornbrooke that the applicant 
had to supply and environmental resource guide and at that time there were seven to twelve deer in 
Shrewsbury which surprised me because in the six years that he had lived here he never saw deer.   
 
Attorney Barger agreed with Mr. Bell’s statement and commented that they might have been there 
but could have been in other locations like farms because 40-50% of Shrewsbury was open fields 
and things of that nature. 
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Mr. Bell stated that the deer are now producing more than 1 or 2 offspring now they are having 3. 
He pointed out that this year they had three moms that had three babies and another that dropped 2 
all within 3 days.  He continued declaring that if Shrewsbury has a deer problem now then they 
will have a deer epidemic next year.  Mr. Bell stated that just this week we have had three deer 
killed on Trafalgar and Dorchester and what is really concerning is herds of deer running through 
the neighborhoods and he commented on his fear that a child riding his bike at night will be 
involved in a bicycle accident and possibly get killed as a result.  He said that he loves the deer and 
that he grew up on a farm and he noted that he is not a hunter although two of his boys are but 
something has to be done because we know there is a problem and believes that it is far more 
humane to see a deer that was shot by one of the police officer then to see a deer mangled on the 
side of the road.  
 
Councilman Menapace stated that he agreed with Mr. Bell’s point and stated that in his thirty-three 
years living in the Borough you never use to see a deer and when you did you were excited that 
you saw one or thought it was sick because it was out in the public and now we are at a point 
where leaving the last council meeting I had to dodge one.  He asked Ms. Kuenstner which type of 
hunting White Buffalo utilized in Princeton.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner informed him that they used neither a bow nor shot but rather a captive bolt gun 
which is another way to dispatch animals directly or they will use nets sometimes but she stated 
that unfortunately she is not that familiar with what they do.  She commented that she doesn’t 
believe both White Buffalo and Deer Management Solutions are in operation but employees from 
one of the companies are picking up some business in that area.   
 
Councilman Menapace inquired if they were expensive to hire like he had heard.  
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded that some years ago it was $750.00 per deer which did not include the 
deer removal which was another company.  She shared that she believed that this was a waste of 
healthy meat for a food bank. 
 
Julie Kirsh, 34 Shadowbrook Road, Shrewsbury asked if the Council considered the Strieter-Light 
used as a reflector for safety.  
 
Lt. Ferraro responded stating he was not familiar with that particular one but it has recently come 
out that Holmdel bought some new reflectors which might be a solution for a very small area if it 
works but does not deal with any of the problems of over population. 
 
Ms. Kirsh asked for more information on the deer contraceptives that were discussed earlier, and 
wanted to know if the deer can really run for thirty minutes to six hours after they are shot and 
after they are shot what would keep them from running into the road and causing a motor vehicle 
accident. 
 
Lt. Ferraro responded that concerning the contraceptives he stated that in the document that was 
made available they go great lengths to explain some of the problems with the deer contraceptive 
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including that it is not effective on a free ranging herd because you don’t know which ones were 
vaccinated and they may require a revaccination. Lt. Ferraro stated that they do not run for that 
long of a period of time and that the hunters are typically not hunting alongside roads but there is 
no way of controlling the direction that deer  run.   
 
Councilman DeNofa asked what the cost of contraceptive for the deer is because that would be 
taxpayer money.  
 
Lt. Ferraro stated that the estimated amount per deer with man power and materials is $1000.00 
with no guarantees. 
 
Jerry Natale, West Long Branch, stated that many years ago he had addressed the Shrewsbury 
Council under a different Mayor, who had commented that I had a lot of nerve to come from West 
Long Branch to tell Shrewsbury what to do with their deer. He said that he was the first Vice 
President of the Monmouth Federation of Sportsmen and the Secretary of New Jersey Outdoor 
Alliance Conservation Foundation and was here representing the sportsmen of Monmouth County. 
Mr. Natale stated that both organizations had meetings to discuss your deer issue and the 
restrictions that we believed were a little extreme as a conservation organization; we thought that 
culling was appropriate for your municipality. 
 
Mr. Natale stated that he had been hunting since 1967 and stopped bow hunting eight or nine years 
ago due to physical disability and supported Ms. Kuenstner’s  statement that there is no record of a 
bow hunter injuring a non-hunter in the state of New Jersey.  Mr. Natale wanted to address the 
issue of a deer getting hit by an arrow and running and the fear of children seeing it.  He stated that 
he mentors many children between the ages of ten and sixteen and hunting doesn’t bother children 
as much as you might think. He stated that fact is it bothers the adults more who impose their 
thinking on their children.   
 
Mr. Natale explained that when a deer is shot with an arrow and wounded then the hunter should 
be able to track the deer and it is their responsibility to not trespass but go to the homeowner and 
ask permission to get the deer off their property.  He commented that he had seen a lot of deer get 
hit by cars resulting in badly injured deer.  He related an incident that occurred recently near 
Trenton where the deer flew over the car and lay injured on the front lawn of a church and how he 
had to use his knife to dispatch the deer and the reaction of the kids to this event was not one of 
being upset.  Mr. Natale acknowledges not all children would react that way.   
 
Mr. Natale walked through a scenario for the Mayor and Council of what would happen if he was 
allowed to hunt in Shrewsbury, which included talking to the police and locating the problem 
areas, speaking with the homeowners in the area to get permission and informing them that he 
would check in with them each time he was there.  He also stated that he would be respectful of 
homeowners that say no.  He stated that he would never take a dangerous shot and related as an 
example that the distance between himself and the Council was too far to take a shot.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse asked how many of his members would not take that shot. 
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Mr. Natale responded that most of them would not take that shot to which Ms. Kuenstner agreed 
stating that normally the hunters normally limit it to 20 yards if not less because they want to have 
a quick clean kill. 
 
Councilman DeNofa commented that the arrow loses power the further it goes and noted that there 
is less chance of a kill shot.  Mr. DeNofa inquired about the proficiency for hunter education.  He 
questioned the range of their training. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner responded  that during hunter education program that the field course the 
proficiency requirement for bow and arrow is shooting three out of five arrows at a twelve inch 
target  standing between ten and twenty yards away.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse asked Chuck Lamberti who is a hunter and a resident of Shrewsbury for many 
years for  his perspective.   
 
Chuck Lamberti, 51 Brady Road, Shrewsbury stated that he had been bow hunting for thirty-seven 
years since he was eleven years old from New Jersey to Alaska and Texas and never once had he 
heard of a bow accident with a non-hunter.  He explained that within Shrewsbury there are certain 
areas as referenced south of Sycamore and east of 35 that are available to hunt and could be very 
efficient and controlled.  He stated that he did not see a safety issue.  Mr. Lamberti stated that he 
had shot deer and they fell right where he hit them and yet he has had other situations where they 
travel fifty to sixty yards but he noted that they tend to run further being shot with a gun.  He 
explained that the arrow does a lot of damage if you hit them right and it will expire quickly from 
the injuries.    
 
Mr. Lamberi stated that he felt that Mr. Bell’s estimate of 150-200 deer is not too far off because 
for every deer you see there is probably two or three you don’t see and that over the next couple 
weeks you will see more because it is mating season and the bucks will be darting around more. 
He stated that as far as the number of deer needing to be culled that would have to be 
predetermined but right now through the bow seasons you are allowed three antlered buck, and one 
doe per day, so it is conceivable that a hunter could possibly harvest one deer a day according to 
his skill set.  
 
Mayor Cooperhouse asked if Mr. Lamberti if he would consider going into a community like yours 
to hunt. 
 
Mr. Lamberti stated that in most towns he has hunted in within New Jersey such as Middletown, 
Cranbury, Lakewood and Jackson that he has been able to see a house from his tree stand; it is not 
like you are in the middle of the woods.  He stated that the deer are a creature of habit and they can 
be patterned as they follow a certain regime and he noted that once you track that and understand 
their pattern it is almost like “shooting fish in a barrel”. 
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Lt. Ferraro corrected that in our area you can shoot more than one doe a day and unlimited 
throughout the season all he has to do is check the deer in and obtain new tags.   
 
Gary Pieringer, 33 Strauss Drive, Shrewsbury stated that he has plenty of deer for the hunt and two 
acres of property behind his house and stated that he is fully supportive even with having a dog 
and three children and believes that it is safe.  He stated he spoke to his wife and they had concerns 
over people calling at all hours of the night asking for permission to hunt.  He stated that they were 
curious about what the hours will be and what hours can they call them.  Mr. Pieringer stated 
concern about the easement between his neighbor’s property and his and if hunters would be 
driving pick-up trucks back there and driving on the easement.  He wanted to know the rules on 
that.  Mr. Pieringer spoke about his concern regarding his golden retriever’s safety. He stated that 
although he supports the hunt he has concerns about the logistics as his family and his 
neighborhood would definitely be affected and he would like these questions addressed. 
 
Lt. Ferraro commented that Mr. Pieringer would not receive calls in the middle of the night 
because people asking permission to hunt would want the property owner to like them but he 
acknowledged his concern as his home is in a prime location for the hunt.  He stated that there is 
no night hunting; the hours are a half an hour before sunrise and after sunset.  Lt. Ferraro explained 
that the hunters normally don’t knock on your door the day of but rather do some research and go 
seek permission per season. He stated that as for the dates and such these are issues that still need 
to be figured out and as for the easements you can’t drive on them.  He noted that many of the 
logistics of the hunt would still need to be figured out. 
 
Carolann McLoughlin, 50 Patterson Avenue, Shrewsbury stated that she has lots of deer that visit 
her property and so she wanted to clear up a few things.  Ms. McLoughlin asked if her sons and a 
grandson who are licensed hunters in three states could hunt here.  She stated that if during the 
season if she got permission from her neighbors within a 150 foot radius could they actually go out 
and hunt on her property.   
 
Lt. Ferraro explained that if the town opened up the bow hunt to private property and he was 
within the safety zone and receives permission as needed they could hunt. 
 
Ms. McLoughlin asked at what was the cut off size for animals that come within the realm of 
needing permission to remove them.  She related the problem that she had with groundhogs several 
years ago and how she called the police and yet nothing could be done about it by anyone but her. 
Ms. McLoughlin questioned at what point the animals become a town’s problem.  She asked if it 
related to size.  She related the problem she is experiencing with skunks and they are her problem. 
She question if she could shoot them?  The response was no.    
 
Lt. Ferraro explained that some animals are considered game animals and therefore regulated by 
the State including deer and others are nuisance animals.   
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Mayor Cooperhouse stated that if the Borough decides to proceed with this we will need to send 
out information to every resident in town and refer them to the regulations and we can provide 
abbreviated bullet points that cover this.   
 
Carol Clark, 203 Garden Road, Shrewsbury asked who would implement the education program in 
the school educating the children because we have Borough property, playgrounds, and soccer 
fields and she expressed the need to educate children on the process. 
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that if the hunt proceeds the Borough is not going to permit hunting at 
Sickles.  
 
Ms. Clark stated that if it is on one property and a child ventures onto that property they need to 
understand hunting.  She declared that people should sell their house before ‘hunting in progress’ 
signs go up because they will never sell them after and that in the Borough’s 2.2 square miles we 
have a lot of kids that are not familiar with hunting.   
 
Lt. Ferraro stated it was his opinion that we give the information to the parents and let them 
educate their children how they see fit.  
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that he may go further educating the children at an assembly at the 
school.  
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that it is an issue when people are not familiar with hunting and that is why 
we are having this meeting tonight but hunting takes place statewide and nationally when children 
aren’t aware of it. 
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that with all due respect he does not care about the State or the country: 
that this was Shrewsbury and we are just concerned with us and do not care what is being done at 
other locations only what is being done here.  
 
Jerry Natale, West Long Branch, stated that he didn’t believe that the 150 feet change applied to 
school zones which are still 450 feet. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner confirmed that it is still 450 feet from a school zone.  
 
Carolann McLoughlin, 50 Patterson Avenue, Shrewsbury stated that she read all the information 
provided and wanted to know what the liability of the property owner and town would be if a 
hunter on their property shoots a deer and it runs into the road causing an accident and someone is 
injured?  
 
Attorney Barger stated that no one can stop anyone from suing and will check into it but the town 
would be protected under Title 59. 
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Ms. Kuenstner reconfirmed that deer are game animals, skunks are trap animals for their fur, and 
other animals may be protected but not considered game animals. She explained the rules of the 
different categories of animals and their designation. 
  
Councilman Keegan stated that the skunks would be a town-wide problem if they were causing 
fifty car accidents a year and other diseases.  
 
Mayor Cooperhouse wanted to clarify that if the Borough opens up hunting it can not prohibit 
hunting on private property but you would have to get the approval from the home owner.  He 
stated that the Borough can prohibit hunting on the Borough property.   
 
Ms. McLoughin confirmed that her son and grandson were allowed to hunt as long as they follow 
the normal regulations and get the proper permission.   
 
Marshall Wright, 4 Corn Lane, Shrewsbury stated that after hearing the testimony tonight that he 
apparently lives in the ‘deer zone’.  He asked what the next steps are considering that we are 
coming into deer hunting season and if the Borough does not address this issue we will have to go 
through another year of this.  Mr. Wright asked if there was any action the board could take in the 
near term to address this problem.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that up to last week the Borough thought it had a plan in place that was 
going to be presented tonight to the public.  He noted that the Council was not going to vote on 
this issue at this meeting because he wanted the Council to review their notes and take a look at the 
transcripts, etc.  He stated that unfortunately he received a phone call from a third party informing 
him that the State had issues with our plan which was the first he had heard of this.  Mayor 
Cooperhouse stated that he contacted Lt. Ferraro and asked if he was aware of this, which he was 
not, and Lt. Ferraro then contacted the State division.  Mayor Cooperhouse stated that currently a 
lot of Lt. Ferraro’s time is being spent finding out what the Borough can do; and how the Council 
considered canceling tonight’s meeting.  He stated that the decision was to go ahead, present the 
information they had, and hear input from the residents.  He informed the public that they could 
not present a timeline yet because issues were still being worked out with the State.  
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated he still wasn’t sure what the answer is but that he is hoping by the next 
Council meeting, which is the third Monday in November ,that we will have definitive information 
so the Council can make a decision and disseminate that information to the residents.   
 
Mr. Wright stated that he hoped that the Council would be able to vote soon and commended them 
for taking the residents’ concerns into consideration.   
 
Chuck Lamberti, 51 Brady Road, Shrewsbury inquired if the fact that the original plan called for 
using Shrewsbury residents only was one of the items the State had an issue with or if that was still 
the Borough’s choice? 
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Mayor Cooperhouse stated that the plan that will come before Council will not be restricted to only 
Shrewsbury residents because it was a recommendation from the State that the Borough open it up.   
 
Lt. Ferraro commented that based on the odds of success we need to broaden our base and have 
enough people available to do the job because if we limit it too much we set ourselves up for 
failure.   
 
Pat Kurdyla, 451 Sycamore Avenue, Shrewsbury stated she wanted to know the issues the State 
had with the Borough’s plan and she asked if the Borough had control over the number of hunters, 
the time, and days of the week. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that regulating hunting is done by the State.  She stated if you allow hunting 
you can’t prohibit hunting on private property and it has to be according to the laws of the State.  
She stated that the homeowner can dictate the restrictions on their own land and be selective on 
who they allow and when they permit hunting on their property.  She noted that you cannot 
regulate hunting on private land if you allow hunting it would have to be the laws of the State that 
would govern the details of how, when, the manner and means of hunting taking place. 
 
Mayor Cooperhouse confirmed that the resident has total control in unity with the State laws. 
 
Ms. Kurdyla asked if the homeowner has to let anyone know, including the municipality, that 
someone is hunting and doesn’t understand how we can’t regulate that.    She also inquired if the 
property owner would have to tell everyone in a certain area there was hunting there. 
 
Councilmen Menapace stated that if the Borough moves forward with this it would be beneficial to 
make education fully available to all the residents on what we decide and what the State 
regulations are.   
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that they would not have to inform people of the hunting on their property 
which is State law.   
 
Lt. Ferraro stated that if they are in the safety zone they do need to get permission.  
 
Mike Paduano, Willow Court, Shrewsbury questioned why the property owner can’t just put up a 
sign saying that they are hunting and have the town distribute them as they do building permits. 
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that the property owner and their guests have rights too, if the town asked 
you to put up signs when you washed your car you would find that offensive.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse stated that it is mind boggling but the Borough can’t do it.  
 
Councilmen DeNofa inquired if a homeowner who is approached by a hunter who wants to hunt 
on their land can they dictate the days and times on their land in addition to asking them to post a 
sign stating ‘hunting in progress’ as long as it is in the realm of the State regulations?   
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Liz Lobaugh, 917 Broad Street, Shrewsbury stated that there was an article in the Monmouth 
Journal, under “Legally Speaking”, there are two different opinions on landowner’s rights from the 
1960’s, and she noted this might be something we want to find out.  
 
Ms. Kuenstner stated that there is something called the Landowner’s Liability Act which does not 
hold the landowner responsible if the landowner allows someone to do recreational activities on 
their property, including hunting, horseback riding, fishing, etc.  If a person injures themselves 
while performing a recreational activity on my property the landowner is not responsible. She 
stated that as soon as the property owner charges them for that activity that protection goes away. 
 
Attorney Barger stated that anybody can sue anybody for anything. 
 
Michael Bell, 43 Trafalgar Place, Shrewsbury stated that when he moved into Shrewsbury in 1987, 
Parker’s Creek was one of the best duck hunting locations in the State however they did not find 
out about that until after he moved in and heard the shots and saw people going in and out.  He 
stated that at the time while on Council he went to the State and had it banned but internally within 
the development we took the responsibility as parents about educating our children about hunting.  
Mr. Bell pointed out that if you place a sign up stating that there is hunting it will only encourage 
kids to go back there but he stated that he thinks school education would be great. 
 
Councilmen Burden made a motion to close the meeting to the public, seconded by Councilmen 
Menapace.   
 
Mayor Cooperhouse asked the Council if they had any comments which they did not.  He thanked 
Lt. Ferraro for all his hard work on the project and thanked Cindy Kuenstner for coming and hoped 
to continue the dialog with both of them.  Mayor Cooperhouse stated that there is more work to do 
but he thanked all the public who also attended for their input.  
 
Adjournment 
A motion was made by Councilman Burden, seconded by Councilman Menapace to adjourn at 
10:24 PM. The motion was approved by Roll Call Vote with all members present voting yes. 
 
 
 
Attest:       _____________________________________ 
                  Kathleen P. Krueger, RMC – Municipal Clerk 
 
 
 
Approve:   ___________________________________ 
                  Terel J. Cooperhouse, Mayor 
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Deer Management Survey Form 
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Season: Fall Bow Permit Bow Winter Bow

Deer Donated
Antlerless Antlered Antlerless Antlered to Food Bank

It is strongly encouraged that this form is completed and submitted at the end of the season.  The information provided on the form
will be used during the annual assesment of the Discharge Program.

Other Persons that
saw you in the field:

Total Deer Seen Others persons you 
saw in the field:

Authorized Agent Name:

Date Hunting Total Hours Deer Harvested
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Shrewsbury Police Department 
Discharge Permit Program 
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Borough of Shrewsbury 
Police Department 

Discharge Permit Program 
 
 
 

Borough Property: The discharge of a long bow, recurve bow, compound bow or 
crossbow for the purpose of harvesting deer on Borough- owned 
property is prohibited. 

 
 

Private Property: The discharge of a long bow, recurve bow, compound bow or 
crossbow for the purpose of harvesting deer on private property 
is authorized, in compliance with the New Jersey Division of Fish 
and Wildlife Regulations.  

 
There will be no permit required from the Borough of Shrewsbury, 
only those licenses required by New Jersey Division of Fish and 
Wildlife.  Hunters are encouraged to provide notification to the 
Police Department as to the location where they have received 
permission to bowhunt, to assist the police department in the event 
we receive calls about any hunting activity.  Hunters are also asked 
to complete and submit the Deer Management Survey form to help 
us maintain accurate statistics and to assess the future needs of the 
Borough. 
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Related Links 
 

An Evaluation of Deer Management Options 
 
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/deer_mgt_options.pdf 
 
Millburn Township Deer Management Task Force Report of August 2006 
 
http://twp.millburn.nj.us/View-document/65-Deer-Task-Force 
 
New Jersey Division of Fish Game and Wildlife Hunting Digest 
 
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/dighnt.htm 
 
Shrewsbury Borough Council Minutes October 28, 2010 
 
http://www.shrewsburyboro.com/COUN%202007/COUN%2010-28-10.pdf  
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